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"Capitalists are all driven by competition to expand production.{1) Prod

uction is expanded, not only by opening up new markets, but by concentrat

ing capital in larger units and fewer hands. Small firms are bought up; 

large firms amalgamate, and, having swallowed their rivals, the giant 

enterprises engage in internecine stnuggles among themselves. In this way 

industrial capital is merged with banking capital in the hands of a small 

but extremely powerful financial oligarchy, bringing whole sectors of in

dustry under ~nified control. The era of free competition, or laissez

faire capital ism, in which the government was required merely to hold the 

ring for competitors, is over. The government itself now becomes an instru

ment in the hands of the ol~garchy, that uses its power to manipulate the 

markets. By this means they are able for a while to obtain more than the 

average rate of profit, as they must do if they are to survive: yet it 

some capitalists earn more than the average rate, others must earn less; 

and so the competition within the capitalist class is intensified." (2) 

"One capitalist always ki lis many. Hand in hand with this centr-al<ii2dlt,i,on, or 

this expropriation of many capitalists by few, develops, on an ever extend

ing scale, the cooperative form of the labor process ... the transformation 

of the instruments of labor into instruments of labor only usable in common .•. 

Along with the constantly diminishing number of magnates of capital .•. 

grows the mass of misery1 oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation; 

but with this too, grows the revolt of the working class ... discipl ined, 

united, organized by the very mechanism of the process of capitalist 

production itself. The monoploy of capital becomes a fetter upon the mode 

of production .••. Centralization of the means of production and social

ization of labor at last reach a point where they become incompatible 

with their capitalist integument. The integument is burst asunder. The knel I 

of capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators are expropriated." (3) 

Who does the expropriating? 

~The proletariat. Because it suffers the most from the contradictions of 

capital ism, because it is not interested in preserving a system based on 

private property in which it does not get its just share." (4) 

"The organ i zat,i,on of the working c I ass as a c I ass by means of the trade 

~010~5 .. is the real class organization of the proletariat through which 

it carries on its daily struggles with capital, in which it trar,ns itself. ... "(5) 
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Trains itself for what? 

" ••• overthrow of the boupgeois·supermacy, conquest of the political powers 

by the proletariat."(6) 

During the years 1895 to 1904 J.P. Morgan and other corporate leaders, 

faced with the "bane of destructive and unprofitable competition"(7) were 

driven to expand production"by concentrating capital in larger units and 

fewer hands". Their instrument of concentration was the merger. Over this 

nine year period an average of 301 firms disappeared per year by merging and 

the average merger capitalization was 691 mi I I ion dol Iars, annually. However, 

"alI the efforts of Horgan and the corporate promoters to introduce economic 
'*''''" ... i,,''' t~• c:~~~t~r~ 

stabi I ity and control over various industries~Ji(8.Lwas not "Successful. 

"The new mergers, with their si:le, 'efficiency', and capitalization 

were unable to stem the tide of competitive growth."(9) By 1909 only one 

of the nine industries which had a product value of over$500 mi I I ion had 

less than 1,000 competing shops. Of the 39 industries with a product value 

between I 00 and 500 m i I I ion do I I a rs, on I y three had I ess than I 00 competing 
t'1cu.11 ._It • I c 

shops.~A study of 328 mergers from 1888 to 1905 showed that only 49% had 

earnings comparable to their competitors, I 1% had lower earnings and 40% 

failed out right. 

The merger movement flopped because over centralization created an 

unnecessary and inefficient corporate bureaucracy, new markets and resources 

opened up in the west, the distribution and service industries increased 

rapidly/ new capital used the technological innovations of the time more 

readily and effectively, new industries rose up and so too did new competing 

business combinations. In short the nH:!•"_-'\e<:\. firms were unable to 

"attain sufficient technological advantages or economies of size over their 

smaller competitors". ( 10) 

Morgan and the other key owners of the"means of production" and capital 

had to come up with a new strategy. To insure their profits they needed an 

economy that: eliminated internecine competition and erratic fluctuations; 

enabled them ''to plan future economic action on the basis of fairly calculabte 

expectations; and protect them from the political attacks latent in any 

forma I I y democratic poI it i ca I structure". (I I) "If economic rat i ona I i zat ion 

could not be attained by mergers and voluntary economic methods, a growing 

number of important businessmen reasoned, perhaps political means might 

succeed.''( 12) As Marx predicted their new strategy turned them to the 

government. It had the "power to man i pu I ate markets- to rat i ona I i ze the 

organization of the economy and the larger political and social~pheres in a 

-------- -- -
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manner that would allow corporations to function in a predictable and secure 

environment permitting reasonable profits over the long run~( 13) 

Big bus~ness set out to use its close ties with the federal 

government to rationalize the economy through federal regualtion. Some of 

these ties: 
a\" 

Grover Cleveland's partnership with Morgan, Mark Hanna's 

financing
11

\Vi II iam ~1cKinley 1 s 

U.S. Steel - Elbert Gary's-

campaign for the Presidency, Cha~rmah~of 

backing of Teddy Roosevelt and the grooming of 

Woodrow Wilson by George Harvey - owner Harper's Weekly, Thomas Fortune 

Ryan, Adolph S. Ochs and other major capitalists; insured big business's 

success. The government soon became the instrument of the business oligarchy 
\ 

f. II IU t··ly· (' 
thanks tu~~e y to the cooperation among the captains of industry and finance. 

1\ 
They used the federal government to maintain this cooperation , rationalize 

the economy and create an i I I us ion of reform benet i ca I to the popu I ace. 

The smart businessmen had taken the long view. "Hen who were making fortunes 

with the existing shares of the market preferred holding onto what they had 

rather than establishing control over en entire industry, or risking 

much of what they already possessed."( 14) 

Trade associations were one example of the new cooperation among the 

key owners of the "means of production" and capital. When under prod ing 

from business the Federal Trade Commission and Wi I son gave the legal okay 

to trade associations, the door was opened where by businessmen could come 

together in groups to maintain prices, divide up markets and eliminate 

internecine competition among themselves. Competition did not end with the 

legalization of the trade association and the rationalizing of the economy 

by the federal government. But what did end were the gigantic-destructive 

struggles between the captains of industry. 

By mutua I consent, gone were the days when: Corne I ius Vanderb i It 

battled the combined forces of Jay Gould, Daniel Drew and James Fisk for 

the Erie Rai I road and monopoly over New York City's rai I roads ( both sides 

won and lost vast fortunes); banks failed due to cut throat competition 
15 r tAtv~C~-tv-.S 

such as the collapse of Jay Cooke's bank thanks to Morga'X huge business 

combines readily broke voluntary pool agreements and entered into price 

wars such as the one between ~1organ 1 s Federated Stee I, John Gates 1 

American Steel and Wire and Andrew Carnegie's steel empire during the 

years 1898 tol903; Harriman and Rockefeller fought ~~organ and Hi II for 

control of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Ral·lroad around 1900; 
t-!J, :;i_ ~\.:,,-_ ( 

informa·l~dete~tes were ,·,tried but inevitably collapsed;threatening diver-

sification and price competition that promised to drive the over-capital-

ized mergers to bankruptcy and ruin. Morgan, Carnegie, Gates, Rockefeller 

--------- -· -----
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and others, no I onger tried to destroy each other f i nanc i a I I y. The "average 
. ~~~ 

rate of profit" became acceptable to them, insuring '~ompetit.}on within 
/'\ 

the capitalist class" did NOT "intensify". 

During this same period~it was increasingly obvious that change was 

inevitable in a political democracy where Grangers, Populists, and trade 

unionists had significant and distrubing followings and might tap a socially 

dangerous grievance at some future time and threaten the entire fabric of the 

status quo, and that the best way to thwart change was to channelize it. It the 

direction of that change also solved the inter~~~ problems of the industrial 

and financial structure, or accommddated to the increasingly obvious fact 

that the creation of a national economy and market demanded political 

solutions that extended beyond the boundaries of states more responsive 

to the oni1nary people, so much the better". ( 15) 

The captains of industry may have read ~1arx and they may have not, but 

either wa~ they knew there was a conflict brewing out of the contradictions 

of the productive system. This conflict was heate~y the drive for more 

and more profit and the resulting increased exploitation and misery of the 

workers,· By the early 1890s there had 

already been a number of massive, violent and costly strikes by organized 

woi':kers who felt they weren't getting their"just share". The specter of 

Marx's trade unionism had arisen out of the "capitalist endeavor to mai~ain 

their rate of profit by reducing expenditure on wages, whether by cutting 

wage rates or employing fewer workers".(l6) The industrialists and fin

anciers had two roads open to them. One to try ato maintain complete dic

tator i a I dominance over the workers by·.destroy i ng trade unionism. Or, they 

could try to co-opt the union movement, d~use its potential for social 

revolution, use it for their own ends, offer the workers a few more crumbs 

out of their huge protits.to create the illusion that labor was getting its 

"just share" and whither class antagonisms with paternal ism and patience. 

Just as mutual cooperation among big business and the tederal gov

ernment avoided the Marxian prediction of internecine competition so did 

mutual cooperation between unions and big business prevent the "overthrow 

of the bourgeois supermacy and the conquest of the political powers by the 

proletariat".(l7) One of the more effective instruments the captains of 

industry and finance used in avoiding Marx's dire predictions was the 

National Civic Federation (NCF). The NCF brought bankers and industrialists 

together in a cooperative forum and with the inclusion of select labor 

leaders, the "capitalist integument"was kept intact and the funeral bell of 

"capitalist private property" remianed s"l t 
1 en • 
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It was the Pu I I man strike, just outside Chicago inl894, that f ina I I y 

made the smarter captains of industry and finance rea I i ze the growing threat 

to their position by "the organization of the working class;as a class 

by means of trade unions •••• " 
FresH from its successful strike against James J. Hi II 1 s Great Northern 

Rai I road, Eugene Deb's industrial based American Railway Union took up the 

fight of striking Pullman workers. 

Pu I I man had set up his own I itt I e town or manor where ~001) workers 

and their fami I ies received wages less than the prevai I ing rate, could 

buy only from Pullman stores at inflated prices, rented from the one landlord

Pullman -at a rate 20 to 25% higher than in surrounding communities and 

even paid Pullman more than double
1
what he paid 1for their gas, electricity and 

water. 

Seeing the ARU 1 s success against Hi I I, the Pu I I man workers went out 

on strike and asked the ARU for help. The ARU gave it after Pullman refused 

to enter into arbitration with the strikers. The ARU cal led a boycott in 

which its membership of 150,000 refused to move Pullman sleeping cars. If 

any member of the ARU was fired for observing the boycott, that entire 

rai I road I ine would be struck. The firing began on June 27, 1894 and within 

two days 125,000 rairoad workers were on strike, shutting down twenty 

rai I roads. On the fifth day
1

Deb 1 s spoke before a strikers gathering, "The 

struggle with the Pullman Co. has developed into a~Gontest between the 

producing classes and the money power of the country".(l8) These were 

dangerous words to the capitalists, especially when backed by a large '"'~v.s;

iT!C\( union. 

The capitalists' fearsof Debs and his ARU can be seen in the hysterical 

newspaper reports of the strike. The capitalist owned press went to the s 

extreme in trying to stampede pub I ic opinion against the union. They "declared 

that Debs was leading a conspiracy to overthrow the U.S. Government by 

force and vi o I ence". ( 19) Head I i nes screamed "Mob Is In Contra I~. Uiw Is 

Trampled On, Chicago Now In A State Of Terror, Unions Thristy For Blood ••• 

Violence At Every Hand" and so on. The New York Tribune said Debs "is 

at war, not with corporations, or with capital, but with the U.S. government 
r>vv~d e.ve.n f .r: +-o cc: 1n e 

and a I I governments". These attacks!\ were perfect examp I e~f what Lenin 

woutd say a decade later about the capitalist fight for survival " ••• as soon 

as there arises a popular movement strong enough to challenge their economic 

privileges, then, raising a hue and cry about the threat to 1 law and order', 

they abolish their pari iamentary I iberties ..•. d~spatching troops against 

workers, proclaiming martial law ••. and uti I izing a venal, mercenary press 

~------ ---- -·-· 
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and exercising the power of money, the power of capital, in every way".(20) 

The owners of the"means of production" used the"publ ic opinion index", 

that is the stories their own newspapers had printed, to rationalize the 

use of federal power to crush the strike. The U.S. Attorney General; a former 

officer of the Chicago,Burl ington and Quincy I ine- one of the struck rai 1-

roads; got a friendly federal judge to issue an injunction against the ARU. 

The ARU refused to abide by the injunction and end its strike1 so President 

Cleveland sent 2,000 federal troops~to Chicago, the center of strike activity. 

This put a total of 14,000 armed men on the side of the capitalists - ~00 

state mi I itia, 5,000 deputy U.S. marshals and 3,000 pol ice. The inevitable ?o\:ce 
riots occurred between July 4th and July lOth, ki II ing 30 men and women 

and injuring 90. Debs and the other labor leaders were arrested for violating 

the injunction but got out on bai I thanks to Clarence Darrow. Th e strike 

escalated and for awhi le~looked as if a general nationwide strike might 

happen. 25,000 American Federation of Labor members in Chicago walked off 

th~rjobt in sympathy of the strike. Gompers was being pressured to cal I 

AFL members across the country out on strike. 

A nationwide strike would not have bode wei I for the "money power" 

of this country. They would lose a great deal of their profits 

;.1¥10 the psycho I og i ca I restraints amd iII us ions that had genera I I y kept 

worke~ in a subservient position might evaporate. The country's workers 

could then easily see the "crying contradiction between the formal equality 

proclaimed by the democracy of the capitalists and the thousands of real 

I imitations and subterfuges which turn the proletarLans into wage slaves".(21) 

Even if a nationwide strike had fai led,the workers could very wei I have been 

embo I den to take1 rather than ask for1 their "just share". 

had succeeded, with Debs at its head, capital ism's 

sounded. The industrialists and financiers were aware of 

If such a strike 
"it'f"j 

kneel mayAwel I have 

what could happen. 

So, they had Debs and the other strike leaders arrested again;for violating 

the injunction and this time they kept them locked up. Without its 

leaders the ARU strike col lapsed and along with it the chance for a nation

wide uprising by the workers. But the strike did have an effect, the nation's 

capitalists had been shakened by this"organization of the working class" 

training itself. 

Big business realized it was time to make sure the powder keg of 

unionism was d~fused. to draw on the super profits of oligarchic capital to 
I 

"make substantial concessions to the workers, divide them against one 

another, ski lied against unski lied, white against colllred, and bring them 

all under the influence of bourgeois ideas".(22) 

--------- -~~~~----- ~- ~----------
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Marcus Hanna was the driving force behind the foundation of the 

organization that would blunt labor's power- the NCF. Hanna was born in 

1837 and eventually married a richman's daughter. His wife's father owned 

a coal and iron b~siness in Cleveland, Ohio and Hanna soon became a partner. 

Hanna took over from his father in law, reorganizing the business as the 

M.A. Hanna & Co. and expanding into shipping, ship bui !ding, banking and 

street rai !ways. By the time he entered politics in the 1880s1 as a repub-

1 ican supporting the tariff and gold standard, he was wei I acquainted with 

how costly strikes could be to both profits and the future of ('ll;)! 4 ~· \·),'f''· 

Hanna's financial support was the key to both James Garfield and Vi I I iam 

McKinley winning the Presidency. 

Following the 1894 Pullman strike, Hanna began his fight to rliffuse 

class antagonisms, to replace the "ideology of class consciousness, conflict 

and workers ownership~of the means of production with an ideology benefice~ 

to the capitalists -
0

community of interest, interdependence between labor 

and capital".(23) To quote Hanna, "I 1 d rather have the credit of bringing 

capital and labor together than be president of the U.S." In November 1894 

Hanna got the Chicago Civic Federation to hold a national conference on 

"Industrial Conci I iation" in Chicago. Nothing much came out of this first attempt 

by Hanna to win labor and business leaders over to "peaceful methods for 
other 

settling labor disputes". But over the next six years,
11 

businessmen gradually 

realized the need for an instrument of industrial peace. The bitterness, 
. workers restlessness and power of the un1on~ and the labor press were increasing. 

Although organized labor constituted only 8% of the work force by 

the end of the 1890s, it made up more than a thrid of the industrai I workers, 

O.\\d its number't';[lntinua.bly growing. Also, a union~ power was usually 

greater than tme number of its members for when it went out on strike the 

non-union workers often walked out as wei I. When unions took strike votes 
as well 

they'd allow non-union members to vote • In 1900;8,000 United Mine Workers 

went out in the Anthracite Coal Strike and were accompanied by 140,000 

non-union workers. Eugene Debs, turned socialist after the Pullman Strike, 

formed the Social Democratic Party that later merged with Morris Hi I !quit's 

SociaJist Labor Party to form the Socialist PArty in 1901. The Anti-Imperialist 

League, made up main~y of socialists and workers, burgeoned in 1898 to a 

membership of 500,000. It used its influence to combat economic imperial ism. 

On the other side of the fence was the National Association of Manufacturers. 

NAM {s formed in 1895 and its aim was to stamp out t~e closed shop and with it 

the trade union movement. It opposed any negotiations, trade agreements, 

conci I iation and arbitration with unions. NAM was more of a threat to 

~---------
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industrial peace than other"open shop" business organizations for it crossed 

a I I i ndustda I and profession a I I i nes and even accepted citizen a I I i ances 

as members. Debs summed up NAM's effect,~ 0 it is doing better work for us 

than we could do ourselves. As Mr. Unionman is crushed his eyes are opened 

to the fact that he must transfer his efforts to the political field". 

Finding themselves assaulted from the left and the right, with the future 

of capital ism at stake, the smarter capitalists I istened to Hanna and 

began to act. 

Their first coordinated efforts against workers, grangers, populists 

and other radicals was keeping them from acquiring political power- pre

venting them from following Lenin's words that, "politics can not but have 

precedence over economics". The workers and peasants were out to seize 

state power. They had to be stopped before a concentrated attempt to co-opt 

labor could succeed. Hanna used his position in the Republican party and 

his wealth to get his own man, McKinley, nominated for the presidency in 

1896. The ensuing election was a turning pointin American History. 

The pursuit of higher and higher profit was forcing U.S. capital ism 

to invest overseas and open up new markets to releave the glut of goods 

. and the decline in profitable investment opportunities that resulted from~eLcw.hC~..dtdiCH.S: 
c>T'"(f' :;,:-·(<.i•:l:iY' !!-(C h a....o 

' A the 1893 depression. American economic imperial ism was being born but it 

wouldn't survive with out the state to protect it- and the state was 

up for grabs. One last, realistic and "gallant effort by the common people, 

the workers and farmers, to wrest the country from control of Wal I Street 

through independent political action" was being made.(24) "The populists 

had combined with the radical wing of the Democratic party" and nominated 

a bright, articulate and charismatic figure in Wi I I iam Jennings Bryan to 

opppose McKinley.(25) The depression of 1893 was sti II being felt wi·th 

high unemployment, hunger, farm prices at their lowest since the Civi I War 

and workers earning· an average of$406 a year. "A fury seemed to blaze 

across the land which" Hanna, running McKinley's Campaign and raising its 

funds, "worked to extinguish blhuge campaign fund of close to 16 mi I I ion 

dollars, as well as threats of universal foreclosure of mort§eges and 

closing of factories if Bryan was eleeted''• McKinley and big business won. 

In 1898 Rockefeller and Morgan appeared before theU.S. lndustr.i:<al 

Commission and called for federal regulation of finance and industry. Such 

regulation would end tnternecine competition and assauge the growing dis

content of wage laborers. During the same year the Chicago Civic Federation 

held two conferences. One about the institution of primary elections and 

municipal government reform. Its purpose was to wrest control of the elect1on 
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process out of the hands of the political party bosses. Such control enabled 

the bosses to thwart the aims of big business on local and state levels 

unless they were bought off, which often proved to be very expensive. The 

other conference was on Foreign Pol icy or how industry and finance could 

succeed with imperial ism without causing an upheaval at home. During the 

following year the CCF realized its resoltions made at these conferences )IV~ 

couldn't be carried th"owgh with out a national organization. \his~the 
conflicts of the time and Hanna's pushing of Ralph Easley's proposal for 

" _ _ _ \11~ \,v_$ II'' H ~ .f.rl 
a national bod~ flt~C\.1\y f~''~'-O-,,de~ Aset up the National Civic Federation. 

Ralph M. Easley was an unemployed newspaperman who orginated the idea 

of the NCF. Easley presented it to Hanna who seized upon creating this 

mechanism for achieving "peaceful methods for settling labor disputes". 

Easley became Hanna's wei I paid assistant charged with the day to day 
+1--t IVCr 

operations of setting up with Hanna supplying the organizing funds. 

In September 1899 the CCf held a meeting in Chic~~be ItapprovedHanna's 

proposal and offically began organizing a national federation. It appointed 

a committee to set up the NCF with Frankl in Head as the Chairman and 

Easley as Secretary. The key td&he NCF getting off the ground was whether it 

could attrack major labor leaders. These leaders were crucial if the NCF 

was to control the key unions and thereby prevent an industrial revolution 

or at least maintain the industrial peace that was necessary for commerical 

prosperity. 

TheNCF's strategy was to use the vanity of labor leaders - compliment 

them on their efforts and achievements and win them over to the opinion 

that both labor and capital had the same interests. The Federation's big 

business members easl ly accomplished this by assuming friendly, buddy

buddy rather than arrogant-disdainful airs towards the labor leaders. To 

prove their unity of interest with labor the NCF capitalists vigorously 

supported the idea of trade agreements. This was very appealing to union 

otficals since they saw trade agreements as a means of providing security 

for their organizations and placating their members. The NCF's capitalists 

also looked on trade agreements as a form of security. From 1886 tol899 

there had been only twa strikes by the Iron Moulders Union which had con

tinuously entered into cont¥cts with the Stove ~1anufacturer's ~~ational 

Association. To the NCF businessmen the trade agreement was the means of 

suckering in the labor leaders where they could talk, pressure and buy 

the union officals out of using the strike. Preventing strikes was crucial 

for big business. The strike gave labor its power, raised the workers 

consciousness, heightened class antagonisms and madet~etrade agreement a 
thE 

forceful weapon for,workers and not the owners. With the strike as a club ., 

- -------- ---
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lab6F. could be reasonably assured of succeedingly better contracts. With 

out it labor would just be marking time to the capitalist's. interests. 
I 

On October 20, 1900 the NCF held its first conference in Chicago. It was 

attended by such businessmen as Charles Schwab-president of the Steel Trust, 

Hanna and others representing at least one bi I I ion dol Iars of capital. For 

labor there were Samuel Gompers-president of the AFL, John Phi I I ips -

secretary of the Hatters-Union, F.P. Sargent- Cheit of the Brotherhood of 

Locomotive Firemen , Shafter- president of the Amalgamated Steel Workers and 

others "representing" a majority of the country's union men. Representing 

the "general public" were Archbishop Ireland of St. Paul, Bishop Potter of 

New York and other "impartial" dignitaries. Out of this conference came 

the key mechanism for control I ing labor and preventing strikes. On a reso

lution from Sargent of the Rai I road Brotherhood a court of conci I iation and 

arbitration was set up in the NCF. It had Easley as its secretary and was 

composed of 36 members with 12 from labor, 12 from capital and 12 from the 

"general public". It was a rigged court that settled strikes peacefully even 

it it meant drastic cuts in workers' benefits • . lVea.x:. the end of the two 

day conference a portent occurred. A number of socialists tried to 

speak tol lowing Gomper's pub! ic relations talk but Senator Harnna quickly 

adjourned the conference. Labor's real voice was quieted for the momment. 

L, ke 
The NCF didn't always bave the last voice, just most of the time. ~hen it 

0: ·' ,;; I L·Ct\ C-( $. I 1\ 

came to stating its purposes and aims it gotAal !~he press it could want. 

Frankl in Head - "Manufacturers have the NAM, farmers their Granges, workers 

their unions, churches, bankers, lawyers, doctors, news

papermen, merchants a! I have their organizations through which 

to meet and discusss their interests. The object of the 

Sen. Hanna 

NCF is to provide a national forum whereby representatives 

of these great divisions of society may come together." And to 

- " ••• organize the best brains of the nation in an educational 

movement towards the solution of some of the great problems 

related to social and industrial progress, to aid in the 

crystal ization of pub! ic opinion, and to promote legislation." 

Ralph Easley -"The entire movement ••• aims to bring into cooperation 

the sane and patriotic leaders of the forces of employers 

and employed and the interested but too often forgotten 

and forgetting thrid party, the general pub! ic •• it would 

develop the best elements of capital and labor ••. to keep 

awake a wh01esome pub! ic concern in the profit of one, the 
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Sen. Hanna 

Harper's 
Week I y 

welfare of the other and the prosperity of all." Through 

understanding economic laws ••• 

- "We are now fostering plans to make lockouts, strikes and 

great labor disputes impossible" steming 

- "the great wave of protest that has swept over this country. 

The socialists and other agitators have been quick to take 

advatage of them in extending their operations with - print

ing establishments turning out propaganda - pub! ishing a 

socialist daily newspaper in Chicago- trying to control 

school boards - offering intercollegiate study at a soc

ialist university in New York City and sending speakers 

through out the country." They are hoping that a 

Ralph Easley - "revolution would result with industry run by despotic 

labor or the state. The NCF wi I I prevent industrial revolutions 

threatened by extremists and secure industrial peace." Because 

Oscar Straus - "For investment of great material wealth to be secure, we 

(Sec. of Comm- must have industrial peace." 

erce under 

T. Roosevelt) (Industrial peace is based on three factors.) 

Seth Low -ID''The abi I ity of American institutions to quickly imbue new-

(Chairman of comers from Europe, who are aware of a class system, that 

the NCF and America is classless and therefore not as influenced by the 

adviser to socialist's appeal to class action.~he AFL and Rai !road 

T. Roosevelt) Brotherhoods which are non-socialistic and believe the 

interests of capital and labor are reconci lable~The NC~ 

which has no parallel in the world, is an agency through 

which parties heading for a dispute may be brought into help

ful contact with each other." 

Oscar Straus 

Harper's 
Weekly 

"The NCF must act as mainly arbitrating qustions arising 

out of competition and strife between capital and labor" 

and 

- "teaching capital the practicality of securing industrial 

peace. Organized labor can be led to correct its errors." 

It is possible for a "future of harmony between capital and 

labor instead of the degradation of ~abor because of its 

exceptional and inexcuseable errors or crimes or social 

revolution provoked by capital when organized for oppression." 
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Grover Cleveland- "The NCF is the solution of the grave problem of labor and 

capital." 

)The NCF was attacked from the right by the NAM and the Citizen Industrial 

AI I iance, from the left by industrial unions and the Socialist Party. These 

attacks never got as wide a play before the general pub I ic as the NCF's 

responses, mainly because the press was largely owned by members of the NCF. 

John Kirby "American organized labor is a rebel I ion against con-

(President of stitutional government that·we can take care of without 

NAM and CIA) any philanthropic aid which these people (NCF) think they 

are giving for the benefit of humanity. ·No organization 

of men has ever produced such a record of barbarism as ' 

has this so-cal led organized labor society." And 

Parry "this is not the proper time to talk conci I iation .•.. 

(President NAM) Neither is it the time to talk arbitration nor trade 

agreement." 

NAM in turn was attacl<ed by the NCF. John r-,1itchell- former President of 

the Uhited '1ine Workers union and Chairman of NCF's Trade Agreement depart

ment- charged NAM with an "18th century stand towards organized labor". 

However, the usual NCF attack was to· accuse NAM and the CIA of aiding 

and abetting the socialists. 

Ralph Easley "The radical ism of such employers is equaled by the radical ism 

of the socialists. Socialist papers quote Parry and remark 

that the straight out tactics of the anti-union employers 

Harper's 
Weekly 

wi II result in the triumph of social ism." 

"Foes of peace are the anti-union employers and socialists 

and the former are unconsciously promoting that class 

hatred which the socialists advocate." 

Dispite its problems with the NAM, the NCF's number one enemy were the 

socialists and the socialists number one enemy was the NCF. The two were 

natural antagonists, one trying to maitain private ownership of the "means 

of production", the other trying to abolish it. To the socialists the NCF 

was "a body of men united for the purpose of creating confusion in the minds 

of the workers of the U.S. as to the causes and reasons for the growth of 

poverty, insecurity and unemployment".(26) "This unholy at I iance of Gompers 

Mitchel I, Hanna, August Belmont and Andrew Carnegie'' sole aim was to make 

labor serve capital.- It accomplished this by control I ing the labor chiefs 

through dipJomacy and patronage and by becoming a great board of arbitration 

that struck illusionary compromises, blunting class antagonisms. 
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The socialists attacked the NCF's department of Cenci I iation and 

arbitration as having an i I lusionary balance between the numbers of labor, 

capital and "general pub! ic" members. Those classified as "general pub I ic" 

were charged with being pro-business and anti-labor. 

A.M. Simmons ''The NCF is undoubtedly the organized expression of the 

(Editor Chicago keenest, most farseeing and unscrupulous capital ism in 

Socialist Dai lyl America." There game 

Morris Hi I lguit "is the shrewdest yet devised by the employers of any 

(leader country. To the organized labor movement the pol icy of the 

Socialist Labor NCF is subtle and insidious. It robs it of its independence, 

Party) vitality and mi I itant enthusiasm; it hypnotizes or corrupts 

leaders, weakens its rank and file and demoralizes its fights." 

These attacks were wei I founded for this capitalist instrument Metped 

win the political battle Hanna had warned of between the Republicans and 

the Socialists. The fight between the two was over which side the toilers 

in the factories and on the farms would vote for. Many voted for the 

Social ist~r~Xd socialist influenced democrats but more voted Republican Q~d 
Big business won the political fight. 

The NCP's response to the socialists was tough and seen from today 

somewhat hysterical, although very effective for that time. 

Samuel Gompers "Economically you (socialists) are unsound, socially you 

are wrong, industrially you are an impossibi I ity. 

There is no room for socialists and anarchists in labor, 

no room for men who undertook to distur~the principles 

of our society and government." 

The NCF got the press to paint social ism as a dirty, unkempt, ragged, 

uneducated, evi I of the "old world" An alein and un-American bane that had to 

be destroyed for the good of the country. From the American Academy of 

Sciences Journal: 

Oscar Straus "The tendency in this country to social ism with semi

ignorant classes being taught labor theories must be met. 

There is nothing in the organization of society in this 

country that can afford to perm~t the growth of socialistic 

ideas. They are un-American and unnatural to us as a people." 

The NCF did its best to turn social ism into the mark of cain that 

communism would become fifty years later. It succeeded in part. Although from 

1900 to 1912 the Socialist Party increased its votes for president, 97,000 

to 900,000, it e&eete~~only one congressman, no Governor~te~s than 100 

state legislators and a couple of hundred local officals. The NCF's 
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"mark of cain" was often used to brand dissident unionmen as "evi I" soc

ialists. Herman Robinson, the Federation's finance secretary, accused the 

Western Labor Union of being allied with the socialists in a plot to break 

up I abor unions by attacking the AFL and the NCF. In 191 I dissident u~,1W 

delegates presented their President, John Mitchel I, with an ultimatum to 

either leave his $6,000 job with the NCF or leave the UMW union. Gompers 

accused these delegates of being socialists. (Mitchel I kept his hig~ paying 

job and left the union.) Beginning in 1909, Gompers was also facedwith a 

simi I iar move ~9A8~ssidents trying to get him out of the NCF or the AFL. 

His response was the usual socialist smear but unlike with Mitchel I, Gompers 

remained President of the AFL and Vice-President of the NCF unti I his death 

in 1924. 

Taking the emotional ism, bravado, self righteousness and self serving 

phrases out of the statements by the NCF, NAM, CIA, Socialist Party and 

leftist unions, we can discern the cold calculating reason and strategy 

behind the NCF. Big Business quickly realized how vulnerable it was while 

unorganized and aleinated from unionized labor. It set up the NCF as its 

instrument to correct these problems and attain stabi I ity, predict-

abi I ity and security in the economy. 

Stabi I ity required the "elimination of internecine competition and 

erratic fluctuations in the market". Federal regulation would help by 

taking control of business away from the state and local governments. States 

and municipalities were often susceptible to influence from the ne0~indig
enous industries and finance institutions. These corporations often got 

local legislation favorable to themselves and harmful to the big eastern 

firms. Centering the control in the Federal Government would give the 

established eastern companies, that already had ins with the executive 

branch and congress from past dealings, a major if not total say on how 

to regulate the economy. Naturally it would be regulated to their benefit 
~ 

and the lost of the new burgeoning enterprises in the mid-west and western 

U.S. Clarence Porter of Spring Garden Insurance and Senator Dryden stated 

the NCF's position on regulation for the insurance business,~ position 
;t 

identical to those held for other industries. ~ 

Porter 

Dryden 

" ••• federal regulation would remove the harassing conditions 

and onerous expenses of the various states and would reduce the 

supervision of the insurance companies to that of one 

government department at Washington." 

"I earnestly hope that the time is not far distant when, as a 
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permanent releif from needless and increasing burdens of 

over-supervision, over-legislation, and over-taxation •.• 

we shal I have an act in Congress regulating insurance 

between the states." 
Predictabi I ity required that big business be able "to plan future 

economic action on the basis of fairly calculable expectations". An economy 

regulated or planned by the state wHh irhe state control led by big business 

would lessen the anarchy and uncertainty of the market place. The federal 

government could collect market information from around the country and 

overseas to determine where there was a glut or sca~ity of certain products. 

Technological innovations could be reported to a central office , readily 

accessible to big bysiness. Centralization of banking information would 

provide knowledge on where investment capital could most profitably be used. 

Information is knowtedge, it is also power in knowing where, when and how 

to act, in this case to buy, sell or invest. 

Security required "protection from the political attacks latent in any 

formally democratic political structure". 

Francis Lynde "The discontent of the masses is to be allayed not by a 

Stetson- poI icy of stern and unbending tory ism but by f I ex i b i I i ty." 

This advise was followed by the big businessmen in the NCF, Louis Brandeis, 

Teddy Roosevelt and other "progressive capitalists" who acknowledged the 

right of trade unions - not industrial unions - to be organized in"genuine" 

open shops. "The Garys, Perkinses, Carnegies and pro-regulation capitalists 

knew that labor would demand a place in the sun. The choice, they wei I knew, 

was between a lackadasical AFL and Rai I road Brotherhoods that accepted the 

ideologiaal premises of the status quo or a radical industrial union 

movement led by a Eugene Debs or a Wi I I iam Haywood." (27) They choose the 

AFL and the Rai I road Brotherhoods. 

Big business/ strategy was to reach the underlying causes of indus

trial disturbances, class antagonisms, and assauge them with paternal ism, 

prom,Jses, illusions and a few crumbs from the capitalist~ table. It also 

wanted to mold community pressure by strengthening pub I ic sentiment against 

the strike. The strike had to be outlawed for it was the strike that not 

only vividly expressed the class conflict and capitalism'scontradictions 

but instigated further confl ict,possibly escalating into social revolution. 
~ 

The NCF carried out big business' strategy by bringing " responsible 

business and the conservative trade union movement" together through 
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"industrial conci I iation" which it used along with "government action to 

stop the 'menace of today ••• the spread of a spirit of social ism' among 

workers". 

AJ: ~rev1v1,u.:\'! S. 'b,_ tt". d the ~~CF was nat i ona I in scope with its head

quarters in New York City. It had nine officers - one president, six vice

presidents, a secretary and a treasurer. Their offical duties were to 

run the organization. In reality it was the secretary, with approval from 

the president on major problems, who ran the day to day operations. The 

vice-presidents were mainly honorary executives. There was an Excutive 

Committee made up of 30 members, 10 each from labor, capital and the "gen

eral pub I ic". This committee decided when and where to hold the annual 

and other meetings and what the agendas would be. There was an advisory 

counci I of 500 that consisted of the most influential people in the U.S. 

and a general membership of around 3,000 from through out the country. 

People became members by invitation only. The officers and the Executive 

Committee where chosen by the general membership at its annual meeting. 

The annual meeting was also used to approve important-long term undertakings 

by the Federation such as a survey, study, a new branch office or1 ~ew -"' 
department. 

The departments were the key to the NCF. It was through these that 

the organization had its greatest effect on American society. Because th~~CF 

was a consensus organization with a common aim, its departments could act 

with authority, at a momments notice1 without the expressed approval of the 

general membership, Advisory Counci I or even the Executive Committee. The 
... ~t~ t..,e,-e t" t+,e 

departments' standing committees on the following subjects: 
/\ 

Foreign Pol icy 
I nsu I ar Affairs 
Banking and Currency 
Industrial Combinations 
Inter-State & Foreign Commerce 
Consular & Diplomatic ServLce 
Labor 
Municipal Government 
Civi I Service 
Indian Affairs 
Negro Question. 

These committees were quickly dropped as ineffective for carrying out the 

group's strategy. Departments based on executive functions were set up instead4 

leaving the subjects of the defunct committees to be dealt with through 

general membership conferences. The NCF switched from a deliberative body 

with standing committees to an executive one that took action through its 

---------- ---------- ----------- --- -- ---- ----
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departments. The first two departments were the Trade Agreement for promoting 

the concept of contracts between organized labor and business and the 

Conci I iation & Arbitration for settling industrial disputes. The department 

of Trade Agreements had a chairman and was composed of just employers and 

labor leaders. Conci I iation and Arbitration had an executive committee consisting 

of 36 members- 12 each from labor, capital and the "general public". Capital Mt'IA·,-f,e;r~ 
!vtCI\AJt c\. +ka_ 

included the richest employers and labor leaders of the largest unions. 
I The executive committee made alI the departments decisions. These two were 

the NCF's most important and active departments. 

of the . t' I organ1za 1ons entire amount of work during 

The other departments mainly did ~ubi ic relations 

These departments were: 

Welfare for Workers 
Industrial Economics 
Trade Sections 
Immigration 
Po I it i ca I Reform 
Pub I i c Ownership 
Investigation & Education 
Organization 
Taxation 
Industry & Insurance 
Uniform Legislation 

They did more than 90% 

the "progressive era". 

and propaganda work. 

The Welfare Department had a chairman, a first, second and thJrd vice
chairman, a treasurer and members from labor, capital and the "general 
public". Its purpose was to improve the lot of the workingman. The lndustrai I 
Economics Department was largely made up of educators and newspaper men 
with one executive officer - the chairman. He would decide when and where 

the department held its dinners and luncheons. It was over these meals that the 

decisions were made. The other departments had a chairman with members 

from alI three sectors. Tbe chairmen made most the decisions in consultation 

with the secretary for the entire organization. 

The NCF set up district offices in most of the centers of industry 

across the country. These offices had a full-time paid secretary who admin

istered the operations and a paid clerical staff. Their main function was 

intel I igence, to keep tabs on what was happening among employers, unions 

and the socialists in a particular area. This was accomplished in part by 

setting up local chapters in almost every town that had industry. The 

chapters consisted of I ike minded citizens who'd report to the distrcit 

office any information of interest. These citizens were nearly every wei I 

known employer, pub I ic servant and labor leader in the particular area. 

When disputes would occur they would be referred to the district office's 

Board of Conch~1i~2~coifo?·ofc~~r!~~~a1i~t~~~,;,rom there, if necessary, to 
the National's .A . The district offices were located in: 

------- ----------
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Chicago 
Cleveland 
Pittsburg 
Buffalo 
Phi !adelphia 
Boston 
St. Louj s 
New Orleans 
Denver 
San Francisco. 

A look at some of the NCF's members from 1900 to 1914 wi I I help i I lus

trate some of the interests the organization represented. 

1900 Marcus Hanna - President 

Samuel Gompers- 1st Vice-President 

Ralph Easley- Secretary 

Advisory Committee~ 

1903 Employers: 

Abram Hewitt 

Charles Schieren 

Bishop Potter 

Charles Fairchild 

lsidor Straus 

W.H. Bald~in Jr. -President Long Island RR 

VJi I I i am King 

Bird Coler 

and various other presidents of banks, universities and large 

corporations. 

John McDonald - contractor for the I .R.T. 

S.P. McConnell -Pres. Fuller Co. 

Frederick Underwood - Pres. Erie RR 

Lewis Nixon - Pres. U.S. Sh i pbu i I ding 

W.C. Brown- VP N.Y. Central RR 

Hosmer Parsons - VP Wei Is Fargo 

W i I I i am Ba i dw in - Pres, Otis E I evators 

Charles Moore- Manning, Maxwel I & Moore 

Edward Payson Cal I -Pres. N.Y. Pub I ishers Assn. 

MArcus Mark- Pres. National Clothers Assn. 

Frank Chambers - Manager Rogers, Peet & Co. 
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"General Pub I ic" 

Corel ias Bliss - Bliss, Fabyan & Co. 

August Be I mont - Banker, Pres. I. R. T. 

Henry Potter- Bishop Protestant Episcopal Church 

John Farley - Archbishop Roman Catholic CHurch 

Jacob Marley - Scrooge & Marley Inc. 

Spencer Trask - Banker 

Emerson McMi I lan - Banker, Pres. American Light & Traction Co. 

Albert Shaw - Editor Review of Reviews 

Nicholas Butler- Pres. Columbia University 

JAmes Speyer - Banker 

Hamilton Holt- Editor Independent Magazine 

R. Watson Gilder- Editor Century Magazine 

Lyman Abbott- Editor Outlook Magazine 

T.F. Woodlock- Editor Wal I Street Journal 

Wage Earners: 

Representatives from the following unions:· 

Tile layers 

Machinists 

Sheet Metal Workers 

Typographical 

Mou I ders 

Plasterers 

Dock Bu i I ders 

Painters 

Amalgamated Carpenters 

Litographers 

Hatters 

Boiler Makers & Ship Builders 

Electrical Workers 

Clothing Cutters 

Stationary Firemen 

tly, '1905 the NCF had representatives from 25,000 trade unions, 1300 City 

Federations, 45 State Federations-alI affl iated with the AFL, five 

independent Rai I road Brotherhoods and other unions, 
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1905 Officers NCF: 

Oscar Straus - President and soon to be Secretary of Commerce 

under Roosevelt 

Samuel Gompers - VP 

August Belmont- VP and soon to be Pres. NCF 

Charles Moore - VP 

Francis Robbins - VP and Pres. Pittsburg Coal Co. 

John Mitchel I - VP and Pres. United Mine Workers Union 

Henry Phippi - VP and a director of US Steel 

Ralph Easley- Secretary 

Executive Committee: 
"General Public"-Grover Cleveland 

Andrew Carnegie 

Charles Eliot - Pres. Harvard 

Archbishop John Ireland 

Isaac Seligman - Seligman & Co. 

Charles Francis Adams - former Pres. Southern Pacific RR 

V. Everit Macy 

Charles Bonaparte- soon to be Attorney General under Roosevelt 

Ralph Easley 

Employers-

Frederick Fish - Pres. American Bell Telephone Co. 

Frankl in Mac Veagh - Mac Veagh & Co. 

Charles Taylor- Pres. Newspaper Pub I ishers Assn. 

Dan Hanna - Son Marcus Hanna 

Wmge Earners -

E.E. Clark - Oreder of Railway Conductors 

James Duncan - Granite Cutters Union 

Dan i e I Keefe - Pres. I nternat i ona I Longshoremen's Assn. 

Warren Stone- International Brotherhood of Locomotive 

Engineers 

Trade Agreement Dept: 

John Mitchel I -Chairman 

HArry Coulby- Chairman Dock Managers Assn. 

Antonio Pessano - Pres~ National Founders Assn. 

Heinrich Conreid - Director Metropolitan Opera 

Otto Eidl ite- Chairman N.Y. Bui I ding Trades Assn. 

Wi II iam Livingstone- Pres. Lake Carriers .1\ssn. 
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A.L. Erlanger- Theatrical Manager 

T.F. McCarthy - Pres. Truck Owners Assn. 

M. Donne/ /y - Pres. Meat Cutters & Butchers Union 

Edward Gould- VP Teamsters 

Ed Moffett- Editor Bricklayers & Mason Hagazine 

Industrial Economics: 

\'ie I fare: 

Lawerence Abbott- Editor Outlook 

Fe/ ix Adler- Professor Columbia University 

W.H. Boardman - editor Rai /way Gazette 

Louis Brandeis - Lawyer 

Nicholas Butler - Pres. Columbia Univ. 

Lewis Cassiar - Pub/ isher Cassiar's Magazine 

D.L. Cease- editor Rai /road Trainmen 

John Commons - Wisconsin Univ., Dept Pol itica/ Economy 

Charles Conant - Treasurer Morton Trust Co. 

Rev. A.P. Doyle - editor Catha/ ic World 

Henry W. Farnam- Prof. Pol itica/ Economy, Yale 

E.A. Ford - editor N.Y. Tribune 

Frankl in Giddings- Head Columbia Univ. 's Dept. of Sociology 

G. Harvey - editor Nor th American Review 

C. Kirschoff- editor Iron Age 

George Lorimer - editor Saturday Evening Post 

Bradford Merri I I - editor N.Y. World 

Jaime McGraw- Pres. McGraw Pub/ ishers 

C.R. Mi I Jer - editor N.Y. Times 

John Moody- author Moody's Manual 

W. Pattison - Pub/ isher Saturday Evening Post 

Roland Phi II ips- editor Harper's Weekly 

F. Tansey- Prof. Pol itica/ Economy, Harvard 

Frank Vander/ ip - VP City National Bank 

Edward Fi /ene - Treasurer Fi lene Sons & Co. 

Orrin Goan -Manager National Biscuit Co. 

Cyrus McCormick - Pres. I nternat ion a I Harvester 

L.A. Osborne- VP Westinghouse Electric 

John Patterson- Pres. National Cash Register 

H.A. Sherwin- Pres. Sherwin-vii II lams Co. 
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1910 

Nathan Straus - R.H. Macy & Co. 

G.W. Slingerland - Manager American Express Co. 

and various Rai I road Company presidents. 

Seth Low - Pres. NCF 

Samuel Gompers - VP 

Isaac Seligman -Treasurer 

Ralph Easley- Chairman Executive Committee 

Wi II iam Wilcox- Chairman Welfare DEpt. 

John Hammond- Chairman Organization Dept. 

John Mitchel I - Chairman Trade Agreement Dept. 

Nicholas Butler- Chairman Industrial Economics Dept. 

George Perkins- Chairman Industry & Insurance Dept. (Former 

partner J.P. MOrgan, director International 

Harvester and soon to be founder and fin

ancial backer of the Progressive Party.) 

Alton Parker- Chairman Unifrom Legislation Dept. 

Mel vi I le lngal is - Chairman Pub I ic Ownership Commission 

Julius Kruttschnitt- member Ex. Comm. (Pres, Union Pacific 

RR;~8b§Rtf~+~Ykers trying to establish an 

industrial union for 8 months.) 

President Taft - member ExecutJve Committee 

Elihu Root- member Ex. Comm. ( Secretary of War and State 

under Roosevelt and a close associate of Horgan;) 

The NCF's machinery oper~ted through annual dinners, conferences, 

luncheons and its departments. AI I these operations were financed by vol

untary contributions from corporate leaders. No union money was used to 

support the ~ederation. The reason for conducting its business through the 

above formats was to provide a congenial and seductive atmosphere,where 

labor lec:lde~scould be lulled and subtly pressured,by a community- not of 

workers- but of capitalists, into bowing to business' desires. 

Once a year the NCF held its annual dinner and meeting, usually in 

December. Following friendly conversation over sumptuous dishes, washed down 

with fine wines in luxurious dinning rooms, the tycoons of business and 

~ -~ --~ ~ ------
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"representatives" of wage-labor convened their,meeting whi Je puffing on 

expensive cigars. Very se I dom did the c I ass antagon i smsJ ~1arx said divided 

the workers from the capital ist~erupt at these meetings. At the 1903 meeting 

Charles Eidl itz, president of the N.Y. Bui I din~ "Employers Association 

was told by Oscar Straus, NCF vice- president, to make a "harmonious" 

speech. Instead he attacked the c I osed shop. Jo~.n M I tche I I of the UMW ppoke 

next and dispite Straus' attempt to gloss over Ei·dl.itz's attack in his intra-

duct ion of M i tche I I, M i tche I I .dnv~ \y o._ H({.c ke,d the open shop. 

This exchange was embarrassing for the NCF whost'pu~pose was to keep labor

capital conflict at ~minimum. But this erruptio~ .of_class antagonims was 

just an aberration. The ,-0eetings usually ra'r1 ...-fthout a hitch. elect
ing the officers and Executive Committee -qnantmously; pre:.:;en.ting 
reports on i{o:pics·such as workman'!t compensation, regulation of 
interstate and municipal utilities, reform in the legal system, 
trade agreem~nts, wages and the cgst of liying, shorter hour~ 
open and closed shops, piece work, day wo~k, arbitration, &ppren
tices, automation, federal regulation, uniformity in state laws 
etc. Discussions would follow each report and resoluticbns would 
be passed. Of course the NCF never took any concrete action. 
other than a press release, on resolutions that weren't benefical 
to big business~ ·special projects were ·also presented at these 
meetings for the body's approval. One was'Talcott Williams', 
professor of journalism a.t Columbia University, propoeid survey 
to counter the socialists and I.W.W.'s .claims -"who would destroy 
everything through arson and revolution"- ·;that the existing 
social order is nothing but a huge machinery of exploitation. 
To pr.ove the socialists wrong Talcott S9.id his survey would show, 
even before it was taken, that a 'large number of workers actually 
had bath tubs in their houses. The proposed survey was enthu
siastically sponsored. 

During any one year the NCF would hold conferences on a 
crucial issue_ of the time or an issue. that might be ~xploited 
by the soc'ialists or radical uniop.s and .. union diseidelnts ... 
The Executive Committee on its own or under prodding by the 

- . -

Officers" or Advisory, Cou.ncil-.would sche'dule a date aftd place f'or 
· the conf•r~nee attd':'draw JlP an_ agenda. famous guest speakers 
usually me~bers .. _of· the. NCF, were invited· ... The Federati.on' s 

------------- --------
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publisher members had their papers and magazines play up the 
conferencesas the "reasonable and conservative 11 approach to 
solving a particular problem. At the conferences speeches were 
made, mild debatee insued and resolutions - previouely formu
lated by the Executive Committee - were :adopted and emblazoned 
in newspaper headlines. The conferences ·nere effect4.ve, not 
for solving the workers or general public's problems but for 
solving business' problems. A potentially explosive issue 
was diffused with a "psuedo event" and good.publicity- as if 

ll..vid 
just talking about it solved the problem big business' side 
of an issue was given a much needed public push towarde an 
"acceptable" conclusinn. Some of the .NCF' s earlier conferences 
were: 1899 - on the futUre of American· Foreign Policy; 1900 -
Primary Election Reform, calling for direct primaries,'the 
Australian secret ballot and settiws up a permanent department 
in theNCF to deal with these issues; 1901- Industrial Combin-
ations and 
NCF danced 
opting for 

1903 - Labor and Capital conference, where the 
around the~'n~$en vs Close shop issue with Mitchell 
the close 11 only under certain conditions and Straus 

obfuscating with, 11Public opinion demands the great corporations 
shall perform their function and ·not be obstructed in its per
formance •••. ~avenues of supplys and necessities can not be arbi
tarily cut· off" • . ·.' 

Probably the most important goal for big business and 
therefore the. NCF during the "Progressive" years was to obtain 
federal regulation of the economy. The NCF ~vanted to unify the 
divergent currents in American capitalism threugh a federal reg
ulati~n movement that would free busineeemen from st&te. regula
tions, which were often subject to citizen pressure. It wanted 
a Federal Administration Agency to sanctio.n anti-com.peti:tve 
action, to protect. established eastern firms from the ne~ com
binations of the mid and far.west and to provide security from 
federal. and state prosecutions. The NCF and especially Morgan 
wanted past. business-government detentes put on a firm legal 
footing. T.he NCF decided to make the big pueh in 1907 when~ t 
was sure. Roosevelt a~eo believed: industrial combinations were 
inevitable; they should be controlled through :federal licensing. 
and publicity (licensing would protect the combinations from 
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state regulati0n, especially from the few radics.l mid western 
states); the federal government should act as a po.licemen keeping 
corporations from b.olting on pool and combination agreements.; 
the benefical .combinati.ons should. be ghren a stamp of. good con
duct and the bad onee forced to reach a. detente with. the federal 
government rather tha.rtp.e pr.oeecuted •. 

. The NCF held its "Trust. Conference" in October 1907 in 
Chicago. It's reason w.as a,rticulated by Isaac Seligman. "There 
is more. danger. to. bJ! feared from the .ordinary. tendencies of :var-. 
ious e:tatee. than from the present national administration". The. 
conference resolved ;to w.ork for_ legiela'ti.on that 'YVOul.d. permit 
combinations whose. objectives are. in the publi.c interest, ex.elude. 
farmer~ Or8anizations and tini.ons £rom the Sherman Anti - Xruet 
Act_ and provi.de for £ederal. inoorpox-ation laws .• It also reeol:ved 

\ 

to work :for. e-?CPansion of_ the, publici t~~- fun~ti.on of various f'edera~ 
agencies, regulating business, thiJ! y,rould, give. the. illusion ;that.· . 
o6mbinations :were. beJ.ng controlled and a;t the same tim.e pr.ev.ent 
a mo'if~ment f.or s:trict.er~ r~gu\ ati.:On, an.d se.t Up a public. com.-. . 
mission to recommend. ;trust legislati~n.. _ 

:'' 

In March 1908. Repres.entativ~ William Newlands intr.educed 
the NCF •s bill~- wr;i.;t_ten by .the h.ouF>.e. of. Jv1organ' s -- l'ran_cis ;L;vniie. 
Stetson;, Vict'or MorawJ!:tz.,, Ge.orge Perki.ns: and Elbert Gary. It 
would: permit a.ny company to vortuntarily register. file financial 
data and submit contracts and mergers t& the Bureau of Corp
ations; give the Bureau 30 days to declare a partivula.r contract 
or merger illegal after which the government could no longer 
prosecute the involved corporations under the Sherman ~ct; remove 
unions and strikes from the Act's jurisdiction. This last sec
tion was needed to win labor's support as well as preventing any 
problems in the NCF that might lead to a labor walk out. 
Surprisingly the bill was even supported by the NAM which called 
it "a national blessing •.• and would protect one corporati-on from 
the oppression and rapacity of another". But the NCF was f.oroed 
to drop its bill when Roosevelt refused to actively back it because 
of the section protecting the unions from the Sherman Act. 
Without Roosevelt's backing the bill couldn't pass Congress. 
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In January 1910 at Nashington D.C. the NCF held a huge 

conference on Dniformi ty of State Laws. If they couldn't ge.t 
federal regulation,than consistent state laws might do, at the 
very least, and this was probably its real aim, it ac.centuated 
the .~reat difficulty of achieving uniform state l9.ws therby 
blostering the argument for federal regulation. President Taft 
address.ed the conference and out of it came reeolutions for 
uniform state laws on: 

protection of child labor, 
insurance codes, 
gathering vi tal· statistics, 
conservation of national forests, 
workmen's compensation, 
development of water power. 

If these laws got passed it would be easy enough for big business 
to get uniform business regulations to its liking. Of course the 
election of Wilson in 1912 m0.de. this i'-'CF effort unnecessary and 
it was dropped. 

The th·1 r 1 and most intimate tool of the NCF was the Lunch
eon. It was often held at one of the t.;reat tycoon's mansions 
where the top labor leaders could feel like one of the pluto
cracy. The luncheons kept capi tal.-.labor reLg,tions on a 11 friendly, 
buddy.-buddy" level., It's hard to strike a friend's company and even 

if you did) you might nll>t be invited back for those sumptuous meals 
and possiblv a white envelope stuffed with green or a lucrative 

e>f+er 
job. In 1907 one such luncheon was publicized. Norma~y t~~Y 1 ~,, 

11 >we(:d·hea.t·• 
were held in secret since they .,ften dealt with clandestine ap;ree-
mente for ending industrial disputes. The one in 1907 wa.sn' t. 
concerned with a dispute but with child labor la.wsj income and. 
inheritance taxes,, injunctions and the Sherman Act. It was held 
at Andrew Carnegie's mansion and the guests were August Belmont, 
Samuel Gempers, John Mitchell. and Prof .• E. Seligman. Out of the 
luncheon the NCF appointed fou~ commissions to study the issues 
and recommend legislation. All around very good public relatiens

1 

useful in blunting more radical .demands Gn these igsues .• 
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As important as these conferences were the NCF's most influential 

work was done through its departments. Of these departments the most active 

was the Conci I iation and Arbitrstion. 

The Department of Cone i I bat ion and Arbitration was set up in 190 I • It 

was made up of the Executive Committee and six other members for a total of 

36. Every industrial center in the U.S. had a representative on it. 

One of the stated reasons for the Department was that both employers 

and unions refused to use the arbitration boards that existed in 16 state 

governments and in the federal government. Labor saw these boards dominated 

by big business and the capitalists felt the unions wouldn't I ive up t~he 

resulting agreements. So; the NCF steppe~0 i~~~s a body of arbitration. 

This was the organization~ major reason for existing. It set up its own 

board with equal numbers of labor, capital and "general pub I ic" members. The 

board did the active work of averting or- .cett I i ng strikes and I ockouts. Its 

real purpose was to secure the exorbitant profits of big business, diffuse 

the rising class antagonisms of the tim~ preserve ~apital 's auto-

cratic control of labor and co-opt labor leaders. The Department used pub I ic 

relations and propaganda to hide wreched working conditions and createthe 

i I lusion that labor was better off for not striking and for depending upon 

capital paternal ism. 

The Department's mode of operation was first to identify a potential 

situation for industrial strife and then try to get both sides to sit down, 

informally, and talk to each other.ldentifying trouble spots wasn't hard 

since the Dept., through its members, was in touch with labor organizations, 

employer associations and the largest:of manufacturing and transportation ~~~4fre~+~ 
in the country. If unrest was brewing among workers somewhere

1
a labor leader_,. 

local NCF office or friend of the Federation would contact the group. It 

in turn would warn the employer, usually an NCF member, of the coming troubles. 

The employer cou~d then use his influence to assauage the antagonism and 

head off any trouble. Through its contacts the NCF often knew of trouble 

beforB disruptive actions occurred and therefore could avert costly disputes. 

If a dispute was we I I under way the Dept. wou I d get one side, usua I I y 

represented by an NCF member, to request the Dept 's intervention. The Dept 

then approached the other party in the dispute, very often an NCF member as 

well or at least an associate of a member, and requested a conference. If both 

sides agreed to a conference, usually after some a.rm twisting by the NCF, the 

Dept would advise employers to adopt a friendly, non-obstenant, non-ar

rogant tone. They were told to tel I labor they wanted justice but were 

hampered by external conditions. Labor leaders were inturn induced to make 
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concessions with subtle promises of wei I paying positions outside of labor. 

Openings in government and pub I ic office had to be fi I led and the NCF had 

the best of connections. Add to these discrete bribes the social atmos

phere in which these conferences were conducted, the flattering talk, the 

isolation from the rank and file, the exaggerated horrors 

of strikes and industrial warfare,and a fiqhting union leader soon becqme 
1r. th.e aff1ce f'u·•her ~kav- t~-l $.+<'1'ti-.Sj 

very manageable. With disputeo/settledA business kept its profits up 

and the workers down. 

Most of this was done in great secrecy,"The work of the Dept is 

delicate so the pub I ic seldom ever hears of it and of th~inner negotiations 

in preventing or settling a strike that would have caused incalculable loss". 

(28) The pub I ic was the union rank and file and the loss was a decline in 

profits. Keeping these dealings secret kept the labor leaders "uncompro

mised" in the union members' eyes, enabling the leaders to convince thel~ 
rank and file to accept '''.twee+ hea_y--t- cov1 +~t'Lc+~ ." 

By 1905 the Dept. had successfully diffused 156 cases of potential 

or actual industrial disputes. AI I through secret negotiations and with 

very I ittle pub I icity. Here are a few examples. 

The typographical union was threatening to break its 5 year contract 

with the American Pub I ishers Assn. and walk off the job. The union wanted 

the pub I ishers to I ive up to the contract clause that cal led for impartial 

arbitration to settle grievances that couldn't be resolved by mutual consent. 

Both the President of the Union and~the Pub I isher's Assn. were members of 

the Dept. The Dept sat the two down and they soon agreed that if an acceptable 

arbitrator couldn't be decided upon by both sides, the Dept would choo~e 

one. 

In 1904 the Dept stepped in and convinced UMW in Pennsylvania, Ohio, 

Indiana and I I I inois to take a wa ge cut rather than strike. President of 

theUMW, John Mitchel 11 and the head of Coal Operators Assn., Francis Robbins, 

were both members of the NCF~ Dt~\'u.•'.;.""'-~""'t cf. Cc:nc• l!c(+rtv\ ;; ••. J ~vlJ ,+V'e<._4-tC11 

A threatened strike by the International Longshoremen~ Association in 

the great lakes region was prevented by the Dept getting the shippers 

to offer a slight increase in wages. The Longshoremen accepted the token 

increase because the Dept also got the UMW to refuse to go out in a sympa

thetic strike with the I LA. As Harry Coulby, head of U.S. Steel 1 s shipping 

subsidiary, said the industry got protection, "If the locals attempt to 

violate the contract the National Union wi I I protect the employer." The 

Dept successfully avoided a strike 

had dire effects on coal, iron, steel 1 

that would have 

lumber and elevator interests. 
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Later the same year a transcontinental rai I road company offical got 

wind that the longshoremen's local at Iberia Louisianna was perparing to go 

out on a wildcat strike. The offical wired the Dept which inturn used its 

information bank -I isting alI union officals, corporate officers and stock

holders - to track down the President of the International Longshoremen Assn. 

The Dept j,nformed the President of the situation and he ordered the local 

not to strike and to submit the grievance the NCF's district board of con-

ci I iation and arbitration. 

Rai I road firemen were set to strike when their head, a member of the 

NCF asked the Dept to organize a conference with the RR company. Its head 

was also a NCF member. The conference settled the dispute and the pub I ic 

never heard about it. 

The Machinists International Assn. struck the Southern Pacific RR. 

The Dept got both sides to talk and a settlement was reached. 

In 1904 the Order of Railway Conductors ~a£ going to strike the 

N.Y., New Haven and Hartford RR. August Belmont invited E.E. Clark, head 

of the conductors union, and J.P. Morgan, director of the RR, to his house 

for lunch. After getting to know each other better1 the strike was settled 

on "Morgan's initiative" after two hours of discussion. 

Again in 1904 a conference,presided over by the Chairman of NCF's 

New York chapter, brought together 30 employer representatives and the Build

i ng Trades1 Unions. The conference ended a I ockout and "a I I ev i ated" its causes. 

The Marine Trade Counci I struck the N.Y. Metal Trade Assn., the ship 

bui I ding industry. Another Dept conference got both sides to agree to 

arbitration that eventually ended the strike. 

Threat~f a strike, boycott and lockout were flying betweea the Brewery 

Workers Union and the Associated Brewers of N.Y. over contract violations. The 

Dept furnished arbitrators acceptable to ot~e heads of both sides who were 

also members of the NCF. The dispute was quickly settled. 

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters was fighting tor union 

recognition, shorter hours, higher pay and closed shops. The Truck Owners 

Assn. refused alI demands. The DEpt brought about a conference that resulted 

in an ggreement. The Truck Owners would not"discriminate" against the Teamsters 

and the Teamsters wout:d not "discriminate" in handling of merchandise. 

The Dept was very successful in settling street railway disputes. 

Probably because one of its presidents was August Belmont, owner of the 

I.R.T. and close friend of other railway owners. A threatened strike by the 

Amalgamated Assm. of Street Railway Employees against the entire San Francisco 
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rai I way system was averted. In Chicago the Union Traction Company was faced 

with a strike for refusing to meet with employee representatives. The Dept 

got the Chicago Chapter's £xecutive Committee to get the employers to the 

table. The dispute was settled and another strike averted. A conference in 

NYC between interested parties, alI members of the NCF, averted a New Orleans 

street railway str1Ke. Simi I iar conferences prevented strikes in Jersey City, 

Newark, Trenton, Pittsburgh etc. 

By 1907 the NCF's Department of Conci I iation and Arbitration had settled 

7500 cases of industrial disputes. 

Some times it took a I ittle more than a conference of members and 

promises of advancement to settle~ a dispute, especial! i·ii the NCF 

had another. priority in mind. In 1913, 100,000 trainmen and conductors 

were threatening to strike 54 Eastern Rai I roads. The two sides were nego

tiating a new contract and were,, unable to come to terms on the wage issue. 

The unions wanted it to go to the Federal Government's Arbitration Comm

ission. The Rai I road companies refused, saying the three arbitrators of 

the Commission created under the Erdmann Act weren't sufficient to handle the 
o few ':::! e.At'~ I c;._.t .. c r 

"comp I ex" issues. The Erdmann Act passed in I 898 and amended· · , , ·created 
1\ 

a Commission to arbitrate rai I road labor disputes. The Commission was made 

up of the Chairman of the INterstate Commerce Commission, Commissioner of 

the Bureau of Labor and a third appointed by the President. The commission 

was under the Bureau of Labor which later became the Department of LAbor. 

Big business and therefore the NCF wanted the Erdmann Act replaced 

with the Newland's Arbitration Bi I I as opposed to the Clayton Bi I I, both of 

which were before Congpess. Congress and the President were favoring the 

Clayton Arbitration Bi I I. ~o with the Rai I road companies refusing to ~ 
+0 b," \'"'-.:. ~ e u 

arbitrate under the Erdmann Act and cal I ing for the Newland's Bi I ~the NCF 

got the union leaders to agree to accept arbitration under the Newland's 

Bi I I, the bi I I big business wanted passed. Seth Low, President of the NCF, 

Marcus Marks, Chairman of the Industrial Economics Department and Ralph 

Easley, Chairman of the Executive Committee, backed by the trainmen and 

conductors union officals, spoke to an assembly of the union~ delegates. 

The delegates were prepared to cal I a strike then and there but the NCF's 

speakers persuaded them to wait a few days by promising them the Newland's 

B i I I wou I d be made I aw and the wage issue cou I d be sett I ed through arb i tra

tion. The delegates postponed th~fstrike. Wilson and the Congress were 

now faced with a probable strike that would tie up industry through out the 

East if they didn't drop the Clayton Act and make the Newland's Bi I I law. 

-----------
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Within two days the Newland's Bi I I was passed and signed, It provided 

for six arbitrators, two chosen by employers-ie the NCF, two chosen by labor 

\eaders-ie the NCF and these four would chose the remaing two- giving the 

NCF a ful I house. Also the resulting Arbitration Commission would be inde-
de\:'a-rtvvq~·r- t 

pendent of any A of the government. T~e Clayton Bi I I would have kept the 

Commision under the control of the Department of LAbor and add six more 

arbitrators. The Secretary of Labor and head of the ICC would remain on the 

commission and the other seven arbitrators would be appointed by the Pres

ident. Obviously big business wanted control of the government's arbitration 

machinery rather than leaving it in the hands of the politicians. By using 

its friends in the unions
1

big business got its way1-pl~.s there was no 

strike, 

When big business wasn't able to settle or averted a strike through 

the NCF's DEpartment of Conci I iation. and Arbitration, it reverted to its 

old ways of shipping in strike breakers and using the press to attack the 

unions. In September \904, August Belmont reached an agreement between his 

I .R.T. Company and the unions representing the company's workers. The heads 

of a\ I the unions were also members o~ the Dept of Conci I iation and Arbi

tration. The agreement reduced the number of working hours for each shift 

to ten. Dispite the contrac~ the IRT sti I I made its union employees work 

\5 hours. The locals complained to their national unions but got no action. 

In February \905 the Ama I gamated E I ectr i ac I Workers' I oca I wa I ked off the 

job. They were joined by the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers' local. 

The Brotherhood's national was headed by Warren Stone •. Stone immediately 

revoked the local's charter enabling Belmont to hire strike breakers and 

avoid adverse pub\ icity because the striking local was "offical ,ly" non 

existant. The strike was broken in a couple of days with the press winning 

"pub\ ic support" for Belmont and Stone. Belmont, "No labor union can break 

its contracts, or aid others to break theirs and I ive''. The fact that Belmont 

had broken:~ the contract first was ignored. Not only did the strikers lose 

their union, they never got their jobs back and ended up on the industry's 

bLack I i st. 

The strike breaking tactics of Belmont did cause the NCF some minor 

problems. The Central Federated Union cal led on its member unions to with

draw their delegates from the NCF and attacked Gompers as a tool of big 

business. But the Union's conservative elements quickly ki lied the recall 

by getting the CFU to set up a committee to investigate the NCF before any 

actionwou\d be taken. The committee's report found the charges against the 

NCF as unsubstantiated. The union's delegates remained members of the NCF. 

James Daly of the Dock Bui \ders Unlon of the CFU summed up labor's problem, 
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"It's not Mr. Belmont and people I ike him put people in the ranks of labor 

who are responsible for the harm that is being done to the labor movement". 

The NCF's Department of Conci I iation and Arbitration had a crucial 

effect upon the relations between labor and capital during the "Progressive 

Era". 

Seth Low 

( 1912) 

Ralph Easley 

( I 9 I 2) 

"Strikes are fewer in number to what they would have been 

if the NCF or any such agency didn't exist." 

"Thanks to the NCF there have been no serious trouble between 

the rai I road companies and the brotherhoods for over 18 years 

and between the newspaper pub I ishers and the Typographical 

Union for 12 years." 

By winittg, dining and buYing labor leaders. the NCF gained 
control.over the labor movement. With thi~ control it prevented 
strikes and. Wllione from uniting in opposition to capital. "We 
will ehow. no mercy. t.o any team~ter, or local. that dares to go 
out o.n a sympathetic. strike that we· have ne.t endors·~d"- Young, 
President .er the Teametere. "Members are net allowed. to join 
etHer u.ione ae well as ours. If they'were they could be called 
out. im sympathy for another union' e etrike." - Harren Stone, 
Grand Chief Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. 

By preventing strikes the NCF destroyed the mechanism through 
which class a.ntagonims between labor and capital are heightened. 
It aleo. eliminated labor's moet effective weapon against worker 
ignorance, aleination and poverty. "AcrGss the history o:f the , 
onward march of the working class in the u.s. in the last lO 
years. are written in bold, black letters the words - National 
Civic Federatioll. Wherever th!!ii NCF got workers to subroi t .to 
arbitration:- strikes ended in diaster." -Hugo King 1911. 

"There is nothing so important for the future of the countr:v 
as the Trade Agreement as a. mathod of. reaching harmonious relations 
between labor and capital."(29) The. trade agreement or c.on.tra.ct 
between a union and an employer W:SJ.s the legal j nstrument. big bu~
iness. ueed to bind labor. When the NCF's Department of Concilia
tioa and Arbi trat.ion resolved a strike the conditions of the. set.
tlement, what both labor and capital. agreed to do and not do. were 
written into a contract. This. wae a natural ~ut growth of capital
is~. Business .regularly made legal. agreements~ ones that w~re 
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enferceable by the state, with other enterprises to b~y and sell 

co~~odities. So lagically. the same was done with the enterprises 

that sold labor-power., the unions, rather than dealing with each. 

individual laborer. By th~~late. 1800s big business ha~ accapxe~ 
the fact that the Ullions wer~ here .t.o . .stay, that the. great masses 

of workers wanted a change. and it was easier to. deal. with a. .few. 

compromised leaders. then millions of .irate laborers. The .smarter 

businessmen realized the .trade agreement could be touted as pro

viding the w.orke.r. with. security •.. benefits., a s11y !~ work ins; con,... 

di tiona, a guarante.e he. would get. a";iust share" in return f.or his 

lab.or pow~r. The trade agreement was presented as "proof" o.f' the 

"community of. interest." between l~bor and capital;·· 11proof 11 that 

the twe could resolve ~heir class c.onflicts. peacefully. This all 

sounded good to. part of labor. but. in r.ea.li.tv. business~ could. 

almost always get. away wi.th violating the ~contract since ,t 
controlled the state, press. and purse strings.;. All the trade ·. 

agreement. movement did was to suppress1 not. t'':'s.olve, class anta-

onisms... . . _ 

Gn May 7, 1901 thf NCF held a conference in NYC on Trade 

Agre~inents. The oonf.erence was attended by representati:ves .o:f. 70 

trade orga1Jizations. that counted 2.5 million members and repre

senta;tives· of"hundr~ds of millions of dollars". in capital,. The .. 

conference acclai~d the t~e agreement. as the best devise f.or 

obtaining harmonious. industriaL relations and paJ:'lsed a resolu-. 

tion .se.tting up th.e J)epartment o:f Trade. A,greeme,nts. The purp.ose .. 

of the. department. was to prom.o:te the ide.a of trade agreements . , 

among business. and labor through .education. pu:blici.ty •. persau

sion and t.o discover_ tene.ts mutnally a.ccep.table to employers 

and labor leaderi:'l.. . .. 

· The O'nly "p:r'O'blem business could have in accepting the trade 

agreement concept was that it might be used to establish closed 

shops. "That employer associations shall employ only members of 

the union who shall work only for employers in the association 

constitutes criminal conspiracy against the public ."(50) 
To big business unionism coul~ be dealt with as lon~ as it was 

along trade lines and. not on an industYial basis 1 as long as 

shops would have both union and nonunion workersJ that is ooen 

shops. One:; a union had the oower to •Jull eve!'IT worker out of a 
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particular business across the country, bi.g business would be forced 

into enormous concessions or so it thoup:-ht. But the NCF throu~h 

its Trade A.crreement Department eased most worries over the closed 

shop arid won other businessmen over to the trade agreement concept. 

Seth Low, "The NCF will stand for the closed shop. If soecific 

trade a~reements advocate closed shops or other t~ctics, the Sherman 

Anti-Trust Act will rule them ille~al. The minute workers try to 

enforce close shop provisions (our) courts will step in." Not only 

did the NCF have the courts on its side but many of its member· 

labor leaders came out against "other tactics 11 such as the boycott 

and sympathetic strike. John Mitchell of the UJ'lf',if. Warrell Stone of 

the Locomotive Engineers and Daniel Keefe of the Longshoremen 

publicly attacked both tactics. Keefe, "'The so called sympathetic 

strike can not be countenance by our organization. Our honour 

and manhood are involved with our contract obligations".(Keefe 

subseouently got a high payin,g :iob as CoiiL.rnissioner of ImmiP"rstion 

in .vashington D.C.) Stone, "the slightest deviation from our trane 

agreement means revocation of a local's ch?rter~ 

Even without such cooperative labor leaders business cnuld 

easily get a union to accept a few concessions such as wage cuts 

in return for a c1osed shop provision in the contract. The emplovers 

would never have to worry about the provision taking effect 

because the state would declare it illegal. 

In pushing the trade :?..greement idea the Dept often emphasized 

past successes. From 1900 to 1912 the American Newspaper Publishers 

Association and the International Typographical Union had entered 

into one five year contract after another. The agreement provided 

for local arbitration boards and a national one. These boards were 

instrumental in preventinp- strikes. Aco:-reements avoided strikes 

between most of the Railroad Brotherhoods and the Railroad Companies 
he tv.J N: t\ 

as well asA.the National Iron Moulders Union and the National 

Founders Association during the same period. By 1912 contracts 

had bound 500,000 UJ"HV ~~ernber;. to the Anthracite and Bitu.."'linous 

Coal Operators, 300,000 Building Trades Union members to 35 

Buildin,q: Trade Employer Associations, Amalgamated Association 

of Street Railway Employees to the larger Street Railwav firms 

and employees in 19 other indu~tries - including boot. shoe. hat 

stove - to their res::Jective employers. 

The key clauses in all these contracts were the ones ba~ing 

~-~ ---- ~- ------ -~-~ ~---- -----------
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wild cat strikes and reauiring binding arbitration for settlement 

of major grievances. The importance of arbitration to the em~lovers 

was illustrated in 190-4 when the li to,o:raph industry locked out 

the unions for six weeks. The employers wanted the arbitration 

provision in the new contract while the employees saw it as 

surrendering their right to strike. The NCF's Trade Agreement 

Department lobbied both sides and an agreement was signed with 

an arbitration provision. The union had legally relinouished its 

most powerful tool·- the right to strike. 

Trade \greements were a major fa!Etor in maintaining industr

ial peace during the "Progressive Era'1
• Harry Coulby. manager 

of u.s. Steel's Great Lakes fleets, praised the effect of his 

COIIlJ!lan:v' s agreement with the IJongshoremen' s Union, "Had it not 

been for the effect of our collective contract, the business of 

lake transportation would have suffered disasters". Charles 

Taylor, publisher of the Boston Globe, "Our agreement has made 

strikes and lockouts impossible and has insured industrial neace". 

The NCF wisely realized that the relations and forces of 

capitalistic produ<:tion also created conflicts throu..r2:h the 

conditions of working and livin,t?:. It's not ;iust the unfair exchange 

of labor-power for wages that causes class conflict. The NCF 

therefore created a ~elfare Department. 

The department was charged with: educating the public and bus

iness community on the value of decent living ann working con

ditions for labor: acting as consultants for business in promot

ing physical comfort where labor was performed. opportunities for 

recreation and education, suitable sanitary housing, plans for 

saving and lending money, insurance and pensions. By "gradually 

spreading: humanitarianism in industry" big business would be able 

to effect the "social consciousness of employees and employers". (~l..) 

The real purpose of the .ielfare Department was simp1y to trick the 

workers "social consciousness" into believing big business was 

benevolent and into disbelieving that a social revoluti6n was the 

only means for its salvation. In addition to muddling the workers 
thoughts the 'v'lelfare Department succeeded in setting up espionage 

and thought control systems through "benevolent"
1 

compo..nr spon-

sored activities for the workers. 11:1uch of these activities were 
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directed at non-union workers in order to ?revent industrial 

unionism and the closed shop. 

To win the less bright employers and the general public over to 

Welfare work the Department published reports and articles and 

held widely publicized conferences. Once an ernplo,rer was won 

over the Dept wou1d provide consulting agents to advise him on 

the best ways of introducing welfare work, direct its instal

lation and administer the work on the premises. The consultant 

and employer had ready access to the Dept 's Central Information 

Bureau. This provided studies on how the employer could make 

the most out of sanitary workrooms, wash rooms, baths. hos-

pital service, lunchrooms, recreation, educational devises. hous

in~, pensions, insurance association, workers'clubs, sick and 

death benefit societies, libraries, visiting nurses and social 

workers. All these activities weakened the class antagonisms 

by placing the employer in a benevolent paternal role masking his 

true role as the expropriator or robber of the worker's produce. 

The Dept kept up this paternalistic visage witb its well 

publicized conferences like the one in November 1909 in 

Washington D.C. on Workmen's Compensation. Other than a lot of 

good public relations for the NCF1 all that came out of the 

conference was a businessman's analysis of industrial accidents: 

Economic pressure causes the speeding of machinery beyond its 

safety limit (nothing was said of the speeding up of men); 

the coal mining industry couldn't afford safety measures because 

of 11 ruinous competition" ( afplug for federal regulation) and 

besides "employers and employees were unwilling to take pre

cautions which were made virtually impossible because most 

unskilled workers couldn't speak En,Q,'lish 11 
( 32) ~ and foremen. 

along with other subordinates caused acci.dents bv giving workers 

unreasonable orders ( orc'ers necessary to me.et the boss's pro

ductivity level). The conference even shelved tht~ idea of private 

compensation insurance which would cost businesses hip::- premiums 

that would rise wi tl' ever~r accident eventually requiring the 
er~,r_~l o:vers to take costly safety precautions or r"lrop the iDsurance. 

The public relations r-'~ason for this stand was that "only 40% 

of employer's premiums reached the workers. The rest was taken 

by insurance agents."(33) Three vears later the Dept. held 
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another conf(~rence on Norkmen' s Compensation. All this one called 

for was unirorm state compensation laws. Similiar public relations 

conferences were held on National Health Insurance and Old AR"e 

Pensions from 1905 to 1914. 

Another ureat P.R. event of the Dent was the conference it 

held in April 1911 in New York City on the 11 Triangle ·Haist Fire". 

To maximize profits the owners of a garment factory at Washington 

Place., following normal production procedures in the industry, 
OS • 

arranged the women workers back to back to .cret as many/\poss1ble 

onto a floor. The owners also kept flammable industrial liquids 

in the work area and locked exit doors to keep the Vlrornen from 

taking breaks to cool themselves off. A fire started and every

body couldn't quite squeeze through the remaining exits il: time 

to escape the flames fueled by those flammable iiquids •. Scores died. 

The NCF's Welfare Department ouickly sei~ed upon this tragedy to 

make some P.R. hay. It invited New York City's fire chief to sneak 

at a hastily organized conference. 7/hen the chief denounced 

manufacturers who put profits over workers welfare tr1e I\CF members 

"heartily aprlauded". The newspapers widely reported on the con

ference, but what they didn't mention was the Department of 

Welfare's white wash of working conditions in the ,O'arment in

dustry two years earlier. In 1909 a Dept comrni ttee tnureo p:arment 

factories examining tlti.eir working conditions. The result was "this 

re-port thoro·ughly illustrates the policy of welfare work of the 

NCF. To acquaint manufacturers with the best being done in 

welfare work for employees. 11 hpparently the best wasn't good 

enough to save tbe lives of scores of women. 

By 1907 the Dept had supplied 200 employers with information 

and assistance on welfare work programs effectin!'; :~~tationary 

Firemen, Iron ~i':oulders, Metal Polishers, Bakers. 'reamsters. Traction 

and other unions. The Dept- P'Ot International Harvester to spend 

$100,000 in 1910 on welfare, which its president. Perkins, 

conceded was done for "business reasons". The workers under 

Perkins dubbed it "Hell Fare". The Pennsylvania Railroad provided 

welfare to its employees in the form of rest houses. The houses 

had a bell to arouse the workers and speed them off to their 

next job. "We want to have our men where we can put our hands 

on them", said the Railroad president. After an unsuccessful 
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strike1 the American .r:,;xpress Company set 1.1p a club for en'plo:vees. 

One of the company's men mingled with the workers ae a "social 

organizer 11
• \H thin a few weeks the employees knew they were 

required to join the company club and drop out of their union • 
. v'elfare worked for the employers but not for the employees. 

It penetrated the workers~ minds preventing them from thinking 

independently or holdjng views hostile to the company. It pro

vided a system for spyin.e<: on, demoralizing, confusing, censorinp 

and intimidating workers; all under the diequiee of benefi ttirw 

them. As one railroad compan.y head said, "IJabor organizations 

only reach the individual. Welfare goes beyond into the ho~e the 

family." 

Follovving Oscar Straus 1 belief that the "NCF' s ma~or force 

is publie opinion", the Federation set up the Industrial 3conon:

ics Department in December 1901. Its members were the editors and 

publishers of th.e major daily ne'NSpaper.s, politico-social mav.

azines, trade papers and labor journals. Also included were 

econorr,ic and legal authors, lecturers, professors, heads of the 

clepartments of political economy at the top universities ano 

college presidents. 

One of the stated funct~ ons of this department W8.s "to promote 

discussion of practical economic problems anr1 study each of the 

vital and freouently irritating ouestions that arise in the 

Conciliation and ~rbitration Department''.(34) Cuestions dealing 

with fair trade, work hours, open and closed shops, restriction 

of outuut, niece work, compulsory arbitration etc. This bif" business 

brain trust met fou~ times a year over dinner and numerous times 

for lunch under the chairmanship of Nicholas Murray Butler, 

president of Columbia University. It was at these meals that 

economic theories were concocted provin.f:" the "necessity" and 

"benefits" of combinations: that strate&>y and tactics were f6r!!l.

ulated on how to solve the "labor" nroblems and keep the public 

in line; that industry prol;)aganda was created; that the opinion of 

the populace was decided and all the 

thoughts, theories and knowledge of America's academia were used 

to incregse profits. 

There was an even more insidious function for the De::;t .·, 

-·----- -----
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American academia in line with corporate philosophy. Business 

didn't want any rebel rousing professors spreading the ideas of 

socialism. At its dinners and luncheons the radical could easily 

be spotted, suckered into giving away his true beliefs on assur

ances from Butler that the discussions were free, open anrl amon~st 

rational men seeking to solve man's problems logically and for the 

benefit of all. Professors r't l.lto-.-1 e d on their colleaP.:ues,., eap:er 

to win Butler's favor and possibly become department heads or 

even university presidents. 

"An increasing number oifnen have come to distrust the capacity 

of society as now orryanized to orotect itself against free

booters who exist in it. An tncreased number of men bel teve 

and assert that the law and ~ustice are -powerless before ~eed 

and cunnins:: and they are more ready to listen to advocacy of 

any measure or polic'r however revolutionary that promises 

relief ••• the fast duty of trained and educated minds ••. is not 

to lose balance. poise and self control." -Butler 

The department had a more important function than pr oviding 

the intellectual rationale for capitalism or keeping tabs on 

academians. It was"to counter the apostles of ~loom" with -pro

pap;anda and public relations. 

Bv 1909 a P:'roup of clergy men called the Christian Socialist 

Federation had published a widlev distributed manifesto showinP" 

socialism as the economic ex~ression o~ christian life. The 

Rand School for 3ocial 'kir:;nce haCl_ been set up in Nevr York City 

teaching socialist Principles. Jewish reli~ious leade~s were 

preaching socialism to new immi.grants while artists represented 
class anta.g:onisms in their works. The r:: ocialist Fa.rt"~"T W'1S pub

lishing PE\-pers and pamph~ets throu,c~h o· d~ I lw coul_try. This rise 

in social~gtif~~Xh~H~s through organizations, churches, class

rooms, art and the press had to be countered if big business was 

to stay the master. The workers' consciousness had to be kept 

retarded and clouded by illusions. For once labor saw reality 
own 

clearly and realized its
11

power, capito..lism would cease to exist. 

The myths that the "U.S. has no clB.ss privilep_·es nor distinctions. 

that the laborer of ;resterday is t1le capitalist of tommrrow and 

waP:'e earners form the primary school for tne millionaires of 

tomorrow" had to be believed for big business to continue exploit-
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To keep the illusions in tact the Department set u~ a vast 

propaganda organization consisting of its own ma.q:azine the 

"r~:onthly Review". a newsletter, renown speakers. co-opted or 

manufacture:d labor leaders and excellent connections with editors 

and publishers of the newspapers, ma~azines. trade, academic 

and professional ~ournals. 
The r::onthly Review had a mailing list of 50,000 and war:- sent 

free of charge to employers. labor l·2aders. preachers. editors. 

lawyers, publicists, trane ;iournals and unions. Its articles 

by economic scholars. industrial ex~erts and men of affairs mainly 

on the causes and treatments of industrial disturbances. were 

often syndicated in some 5,000 newspapers and scores of ma~azines 

and journals. A special letter reportirP" o;1 currnet events, writ

ten so it could be incorporated into a paper without rewriting1 

was re.9"ularly sent to the ma~or dailies and the Associated Press. 

The A.P. also covered the NCF's public relations events in a 

favorable light and transmitted its press release verbatim. 

This was probablY, because :·r.E. Stone, A.P.'s s.reneral man,q;er, was 

a close friend of August Delmont. 'rhanks to such close cnrmections 

and the fact that most publishers :1nd editors were members of 

the Department of Industrial ~conomics. the NCF ,c:rot printeo what 

it wanted while Debs and other dis;::;idents didn't. 

The Department also used its great press relations to man

ufacture labor leaders. If a leader agreed with theNCF's principles 

and was cooperative. he'd receive alot of press making him farnolJS 

and influential. The labor leader who fought for his union mernbers 

remained in oblivion. The NCF's manipulati~n of the press createo 

John Mitchell, Daniel Keefe, James Duncan, F .H. r..norrisey. JLB. 

Garreston, Warren Stone' Timothy Healy' John rrobin, James 0 I ')onnel 

and others. 

Once famous, these leaders and other men of affairs would 

make speeches across the nation extolling the virtues of the NCJ:<} 

trade agreements, conservative unionism and big business while 

condemning socialism. Their time and travel was paid for by the 

NCF. 

~-- -- ~ -- -- ~- ~ -~ ~--- ~--~-- ----- --~ ~-~-~----
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The Department of Industrial Economics also won over religious 

leaders to ureach the gospel according to capitalism. Archbishop 

Ireland, "I know the employers ideas in this country and they are 

human. I have not met the capitalist who thouaht that a man was a 

mere piece of machiYlery. Labor realizes he can't earn D. living 

unless there are capitalists to give him emplo-.:rment". Such men 

of god often had huge "ouium housesn- churches-built for them - - _._ ,, ~ 

by the capitalist in which to 9reach corporate liberalism. N:organ 

erected St. John the DeviYle Cathedral in New York City for ?500, 

000. James J. Hill donated :B;l. 000,000 for the establishment of a 

Catholic theolo,q:ica1 seminary in St. "Pau1. Hill, a protestant, 

reasoned, "J_!ook at the millions of f0reigners pourinp: into this 

country to whom the Roman Catholic <;burch represents the only 

authority that they either fear or respect. -//hat will be their 

social views. their political action, their moral status if that 

single controlling force should be removed?" The NCF's Department 

of Industrial Sconomics agreed wholeheartedly. 

"The educational influence of this Department is thus dis

seminated among the masses·~ - H'J.rper' s Wee~:el 'r 1 go5. 

The Trade Department of the NCF provided solutions to indus

+.rial problems for particular industries such as textile, building, 

metal, street railways, mining. iron and steel. It resolved 

jurisdictional disputes between unions and pushed for open 

shops in public utility corportions under the rationale that 
a strike would "throw a city into darkness". 

With big business pushing for federal reP'ulation of the 

economy the NCF organized its efforts through its Department of 

:1egulation of Industrial Corporations. Its avowd purpose was to 

"save the public from the evils of monopoly but preserve the ben

efits of monopoly". Its real purpose was to rationalize the econ

omy and free it from state regulation, state lwasuits and state 

efforts to implement economic_ and social welfare. 

The NCF failed at its first attempt to establish federal reg

lJlation when loosevelt refused to pushthe Pepburn Regulation Fill 

in 1907-08. But tbe NCF continued its fight. Low. Perkins. Gary 

-~ --------~-- ------
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and Carnegie started a concerted push for a federal Interstate 

Trade Commission. Under consultation with Ferkins and Herbert 

Knox Smith, he~':l.d of the u.s. :Bureau of Corporations, Senator 
Newlands of Nevada introduced in July 1911 a bill to create an 
Interstate Trade Commission. Newlands admitted the bill's intent 
was"to permit an offical body to give its seal of approval to a 
corporation in order that public opinion might be placated and 
the market value of its shares maintained". Hearings on the bill 
were held from August 1911 to r,~arch 1912. Perkins spoke at the 
hearings echoing the NCF's stance. 

"The only regulation adequate in scope and power to deal with 

these aggre~ations of capital is regulation by the federal 
government, because the subject matter of the regulation is 

larP:ely interstate commerce with which the states may not 

interfer, and the size and extent of the organizations in
volved is such as to require uniform and national regulation 

•••• The commission should decide on the legality of matters 
submitted to it by business. Such a system would prevent the 

evils of socialism, eliminate uncertainty and tQ."ive government 
protection not only to the man who wishes to increase his 
business lines •.• but to continue in business." 

In Novem, ber 1911 the NCF's department of Regulation for 
Industrial Corporations sent out a ouestionaire to 30.000 bus
inessmen on the idea of a federal trade commission. At the end 
of November Seth Low appeared at the Newlands '8il11' hearings with 
the Department's preliminary results of the questionaire. Low 
stated American business was over whelmingly in favor of the 

Commission. However, the elections of 1912 soon interrupted the 

push for federal regulation. 
After Woodrow VHlson won the election, the NCF drew up its own 

bill. The authors, Seth Low, James Garfield. C.A. Severance. Samuel 

Untemeyer, John Clark and ,J.'V. Jenkins,met with the U.S. Attorney 
General, James I!icHeynolds, and won his support. A copy of the bill 

was also sent to Nilson. It provided for a seven man Interstate 
Trade Commission appointed by \Vilson with the powers to investi
gate and subpoena, to refer complaints to the courts, to fine 

for violations and require annual reports from corporations. 
Senator Newlandsand Representative Clavton incorporated much of 
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tlile NCF's proposals into their bills for regulation. Clayton had 

introduced his bill into the House in April 1914. After Congress 
dropped someprovisions that big business and the NCF objected 

to, the bills passed their respective houses and went into 

a joint Senate-House conference. The bills were reconciled in favor 

of Newlands',, passed by both houses and signed into law on 

September 26, 1914 as the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

The act set ')P a commission with five members, all appointed 

by the President. It could hold hearings to decide if unfair methods 

of competition were in use and issue cease and desist orders en

forceable by the u.s. ~ircuit Courts; use subpoenas to get cor

poration documents and information; prohibit interlocking direct

orates among banks with ~P5 million or more in resources and advise 

the AttornBy General on illegal corporate practices. The act, 

however. did not free labor from prosecution under the Sherman 

Anti-Trust law although the NCF got rrompers to speak as if it did. 

The fmrst appointments to the FTC would be crucial in defin

ing its function and setting presc1enceg. Big business was not 

disapoointed. 

Joseph Davies - Chairman, former head of the Bureau of Corp
orations. 

Edward Hurley - Vice Chairman. President Illinois Manufacturers 
Association. 

William Harris - Commissioner, Georgia businessman. 

Nilliam H. Parry - Commissioner, former ""ewspaperman and ship 
builder. 

George Rublee - Commissioner, Progressive Fartv attorney and 
member National Chamber of Co~merce. 

Applicants for staff positions were even aske~ to present ''letters 

of endorsement from some f!'ood, sound businessmen". 

The FTC did what bi2: business wanted - stablized the econom:vr 

and established predictability, acted as a buffer between coroor

ations and public attacks, desp0sed of many complaints against 

businesses through informal proceedings and settled ma;ior complaints 

with nonsensational conferences. The FTC also went beyond its le~al 

mandate in aiding big business by providing it with free legal 

advise, conducting studies on acconntin.o.; and cost systems for bus

iness. analyzinp: the coal i'YJdustry to provide it with a rationale 

for legislation allowing combinations and fixed price~ ;t even 

--------------- ----------- ------ - --- ----------
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allowed trade associations to fix prices and diviJe markets -

both domestic anrl foreign.Forei~n export trade associations weren't 

even le~al until 1918. but that didn't stop the FTC from permitting 
them until they became legal. 

Than_K:s lar()"elv to the efforts of the NCF, the FTC was created 

and "took d2cisions entirely away from the electorS]te and ex-nosed 

boards to influence and power that affected rnen".(35) I+"trans

formed the government of the Ur1ited States from being an anta~on

ist of big business into being its friend".(36) 

\Vhen a coin:'Tlodi ty is produced it has a value above what it cost 

to uroduce it. That value is called surplus value and is created 

by labor ')Ower. I1abor power, like all other com.,.rodi ties is exchan.cre

ed in the market nlace. If there is a scarcitv its nrice wilJ in

crease above its exchange value - the amount of value necessary 

to replace it. If there is a glut in the market its price will 

fall below its exchange value. below what is needed to survive. 

All capitalists want to pay as little as possible to produce a 
needed -tt> .s;tt/..y te.n.'~-:h+we 

commodity. Since the machinery"is bought from other powerful 
capitalists and raw materials from merchants, a fair price is usually 
paid. This leaves - labor as the easiest area to reduce 

costs. If there are millions of people who have to work for the 

capitalists in order to survive and there are more people than jobs. 

the capitalists can pay their workers less than what they need 

to survive. Less than their exchange value. ·.Vhen they dro-p the 

capitalists replaces them with another at sub- . ...r 
rnOf' Ke ' 

sistent wages. This is possible when there is a glut in theA for 

labor power. Those human bein,css living in abject poverty, on the 

border line of stravation, waiting for job openings <:lv-e the cheap 

labor pool. Through the last half of the 1800s and early 1900s 

this pool was kept full by immigration. 

The teeming millions however brought problems along with their 

cheap labor power. Thev came from obvious class societies where 
\ I, 

socialist ideas were prevalent, 'native Americans saw them as a 

threat to their jobs and unionism, and politicians controlled 

their votes threatening the local and state DOWer of big business. 
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The NCF E:'et up its Deoartment of Immigration to show the ;_mblic 

that business was concerned wi th\the -problems of immigration and was 

trying to do sor:Dething about it. The Department was bc=tsically a 
' // 

public relations gimrrick to deflect attacks on business by' native 

Americans. The Department did this by conducting highly publicized 

studies and issuing reports on the administration of immi~ration laws, 

distribution of aliens, need of immi~rants for national prosperity, 

influence of foreigners on labor conditions and so forth. To 

counter the importation of socialists ideas the Department pushed 

schools, night scb.ools, unirms, employers and the Dress, through 

the Industrial Economics Department, to perpetuate the myth that 

America was classless and to"educate" the immi,grant for assimil

ation into society. During the "Vrop-ressive Bra" the Deoartment 

never -pushed for :=:~. limitation on immil!ration. 

To break the control politicians had cnrer thP immicrrant~ vote 

the NCF set up a separate Political Reform Department k By ap<;:>ealing 

to the fears of"native"A.mericans, it got written into~ law that 

c·a.ndidates for public and party office must publish all contri

butions and expenditures, receive no contributions from corporations 

(Boss Tweed had a slew corporations existinl2.' off city and state 

contracts), and limi t
41
imount of their expenditures. The law also 

provided for judicial inquiry with punishment of disqualification 

for office, disenfranchisement, fine or imprisonment. 

By the turn of the ·century privately owned companies in ;11ost 

the J.ar2:e urban centers enjoyed the profits of complete monopoly 

for· providing gas, electricity, water and transportation. These 

misleadingly named "public utilities" were under attack from 

various citv councils and citizen groups advocating municiple 

ownership. To blunt this criticism the NCF in 1905 set up a commis

sion to study public and private ownership of utilities. The 

commission was made up of Seth I1ow. .v.illiam -'vilcox-former chairman 

N.Y. State Public Service Commission, Tim Healy-head of N.Y. 

Stationary Firemen, J .F. McNulty- President :nectrical Workers 

Union and t~_u,.o:ust Belmont. The corrimission decided to visit 40 

cities iTJ the U.s. and E:urope to study how utili ties worked under 

private and municipal ownership. The junket cost :1;;100,000 and was 

-----------
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paid for by donations from several street railway companies. 

The co~mission's report was completed in 1908, three vears 

later. Jritten by Seth Tow =1nd ',Villiam Nilcox it concluded: 

Utili ties. rc ~ .. ther in public or private hands, are best con

ducted under a system of 1egalized monopoly. 

Sanitary utilities should be operated by municipalities(this 

includes 7rater and sewage 'v7bich aren't very profitable). 

Franchise grants to ~rivate owners should be termin~ble if 

necessary and subject to nurchase at fair value. 

Private companies should be subject to ~ublic re~ulation and 

inspection which shouldn't be too strict otherwise private 

capital will invest elsewhere. 

Municipal ownership shoul~ be entered into only on the basis 

of a referendum. 

And the key conclusion - success of municipally operated 

utilities depends on"high capacityu for local government. 

The report goes on to say that none of America's municip2,li ties 

have a "high capacity" for government and warned th~~.t to achieve 

a "high cr:rpaci ty" would reouire a large class of public servants 

to run the utilities. This class wou1c1 have Pubstantial political 

power- patrona,q:e- and would in turn owe its pcsi tion to elected 

officals. These off:icals, in order to get elected. would succumb 

to the demands of labor 1eaders. The report quoted an unnamed 

union leader :in Ghicago, "we tell them that these are our tf-o.rms, 

they're politicians and thev know what to do". To back u:; the imoli

cation of this ouote the report said, "the l''iunicipal Emoloyees 

Association of Great Britain hg,s thousands of members and is 

growing steadily - it uses involvement in ')Oli tics to force better 

working conditions and wages at the cost of econom~r and 1abor 

discipline". 

The reoort, however, conceded that workers at municipallyowned 

plamts had shorter hours, better working conditions, more privil

eg-es and higher wages than those at privatley owned utilities. 

It then"exolained" these benefits sway by saying they were 

the result of party politics, that municipallyowned utilities were 

pools of patrona.v.e 8nd didn't go out of :t...11.eir way to nrovide 

welfare work for their employees. 

It's pretty obvious that the commission stretched its findings 

and invoked a few "specters" in order to uome out on the side, 
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which it re-presented and which paid for the junket- big 

business. So co~dent of the fears they had stirred up and so 

emmersed in the ruling class consciousness) th.e commission con

cluded ~municipal ownership is productive of many serious ills 

with little or no compensating P.;Ood" even though "on water. 

gas and electricity the municipal plants have done better for 

the consumer than private ones". The only way this ouote 

makes any sense is if one defines good as exorbitant profits made 

at the cost of the consumer and ivorker. After the com.1JJis,....ion·•s 

report was published, the NCF set up a permanent Department on 

Public Ownership. 

The NCF had other Departments during the "Progressive Era" 

but there work and influence didn't compare to the above ones. 

Through its conferences, dinners, luncheons. and departments; 

the instrument of bi . .a- business; the National Civic Federation; had 

a substantial effect on a crucial period in American History. 

As Samuel Gompers said, "it has done much more than that for 

which it has received credit". Credit for: concentrating 30% of 

America's wealth in the hands of 2% of the population; keeping 

the increase in wages from 1899 to 1911 at 20'% while the c~;ti,,~i?h 
living increased 60%; keeping the vast majority of Americe.n11 labor 

from turning to socialism 9.s European unions had done; increasing 

tena."'+ farming and mortgage debts; diverting labor leaders' time 

away from their unions and towards building the NCF's branch 

bodies through out the country: increBsing the number of child 

laborers; uping the number of industrial accidents -

Mine Accidents Killed Injured Tons/I1ife lost 

1901 134 184 17g,ooo 
1902 159 223 154.000 
1903 159 223 153,000 
1904 140 211 191,000 
1905 194 250 182,000 
1906 368 299 156,000 
1907 356 448 123,000 
1908 625 852 63 '000 
1909 264 
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Railroad Accidents Number Employed Killed Injured 

1900 1,017,000 2,550 42,000 
1901 1,017,000 2.675 44,000 
1902 1,189,000 3.000 53,000 
1903 1,312,000 3,600 64,000 
1904 1,300,000 3,600 71,000 
1905 1.400,000 3,300 70,000 
1906 1,500,000 4,000 81,000 
1907 1,672,000 4,500 92,000. 

Credit for: destroying the Socialist Pg,rty, which by 1922 had only 

5,000 me.mbers compared with 120,000 in 1912: "a -plutocracy that had 

taken over America- an aliance of big business and government"(37)~ 

"the real progress toward political capitalism as a by product of 

scandals and amorphous reform enthusiasts that resulted in irate 

public opinion manipulated to satisfy business ends"(38)~ 11 National 

progressivism short circuiting state progressivism and holding n~s

cent radicalism i• rbeck by feeding the illusions of its leaders

<:vl:1o co1Jldn' t tell the difference between federal reo-ulation of bus

iness and federal re,o:ulation for business" ( 39) ~ ::reventing economic 

losses and ooli tical destruction in unregulated capitalism vlhere 

class anta.r:ronisms seemed to give GranP"es, Populists, tl:le Socialist 

Party. Strikes and Unions an unlimited growth potential: the "vi.ctor'r 

of big businens in achieving the rationalization of the economy that 

only the federal government could provide 11 (40); and 

"The road at last lies clear and firm before (big) 

business. It is a road it can travel without fear 

or embarrassment~ - ·~7oodrow ;Nilson December 8, 1914 

The actions of the National Civic Federation reached beyond 

the "Progressive E:ra" leaving a leg-acy that's still with us todav. 

11 Theoretically, the ballot controls everything~ but the 

spirit of political organization which has grown up out

side of legislative enactment now ~oes far to control the 

ballot. Industrial and commercial or.rranization, ·vhen 

it desires to control government, either Fe~eral or State 

finds a political organization ready for its u::':ies. The 

productive forces are the purse-bearers. Thev furnish 

the means by which alone governments can be made effective 

-----·---
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They also furnish the :aeans bv which the political or.!i'an

ization which produces the .o:overnment is created and be

comes effective. The business man whether alone or in 

combination with other business men, seeks to shape politics 

and povernment in a way condusive to his own prosperitv •••• 

~Fore and more the legislatures and the executive powers of 

the ~overnment are compelled to listen to the deman:'s of 

orpanized business interests. That they are not entirely 

controlJed by these interests is due to the fact that 

business organization has not reached full nerfection. The 

recent consolidation of the iron and steel industries is 

an indication of the concentration of power that is possi-

ble •••• 

Every professional man as well as all who pursue 

every other mode of livelihood will be affiliated bv the 

strongest ties to one or the other of the consolidated 

industries. l~very legislator and everv executive officer 

will belonp: to the same head. :Porms of ,srovernments mav 

not be changed, but they will be employed urc1er the direc

tion of the real rulers. Of course it is easy to see that 

individual independence, as now understood, is different 

from what it would be under such a novel state of thin~~ 
but no doubi; it would still be individual independence. 

Probably under a government directed by a o:reat combin:J.tion 

of industrial and productive powers, the de~ree of indi

vidual independence which each citizen sacrifices for the 

good of -the whole would be no ,o:reater and nerhaps not so 

P"reat '-:",S the independence which each citizen now sacrifices 

in obedience to existin~ law and custom. The direction 

of the industrial and producing forces would enlarP:e inde

pendence in some directions vlhile it miP-:ht restrict it in 

others. Nisely conducted, everv citizen miaht, according 

to his merit and ability, attain higher -prizes in life 

than is possible at the present time." -Bankers' Magazine 

1g01 
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LABOR'S UNTOLD STORY 

A Critique 

Roy Hollander 



One of the scarier warnings of Orwell's 1981+, was the Truth 

Ministry. Its specific task was to rewrite or destroy history. Any

thing that didn't shine favorably on that country's totalitarian 

leaders was changed or abolished. America doesn't have a Truth Min

istry, but it does have an academia, largely supported by tl1e Gov

ernment and Big Busines. Historians wanting tenure, fame or research 

grants often write histories that are conservative or liberal in 

their point of view. These histories often lie, twist the facts, tell 

only part of the truth and, perhaps the most effective, omit important 
j I ; I 

events. Todays Robber Barons, like the ones of old, own the media and 

most publishing houses. If they don't like your book it won't get 

printed or at the very least, it won't be advertised. Labor's Untold 

Story is one such book. The book written in the early 50s, during the 

McCarthy wit~hunt, had to be published by a radical union - the United 
II 

Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America. 

The UE, like so many other unions depicited in the book, fought 

for Industrial Unionism. It realized that unless you fought the 

Industrialists on an industry wide basis, unless you fought them in 

everyone of their shops, you were doomed to failure. The UE, once a 

part of the C.I.O., organized accordingly. Its success was evident when 
h 

the C.I.O.,in the late 40s, expelled the UE)during a Communist wit~hunt. 

The powerful UE, like other such unions throughout history, was virtually 

destroyed by this time worn Industrialist use of Red Baiting. SoJ what 

better place for the authors to publish th; r~a~ hist~~Y of the , :. , .Jt 
Labor Movenment, than with the UE. tt\\.:~·~ ~ ltt::.. '<;;. V'-Ot '-flu. e-.;t~ rp~bUk~ . _ 

~.-J~> c.. ... ~~C:~ :t;:>"'-\o\;\.s,t~&_ ~nA 11- 9.-L' \:Jv..lo~i~"-"f L~._.,.._ dl..ul 
There are many pitfalls and inaccuracie3 in our pre co ~eption's -tC~, ~ 

these days. Wrong headed views that are generated by the media, news-~ ~L 
·;t'Y 

papers, schools etc. View points useful for selling the~ndustrialist s ~~~.~ 
c.rtcl -p.-o P"'~Oo.rl 4a -tL.J:<t ,\t. 

products. On~ of them is compartmentalization - ignoring the roots; ~ ~ 
\A_C: ~' .. ~ 

inter relation! and effect.> of an event or institution. So it is,~ that ~ 

many would think a history of labo~ is just about one of this countries'~ 
institutions. It is, of course, not. This history is about the war l."f~""-,~ lt· 
that has shaped America. It is about the endless fight between those 

who run a society for their own selfish ends and those who want it 

run for the benefit of all. Since the 1860s this battle took its form 

in the labor movement versus the oligarchy of business and its paid 



i 

leutinents in the governoent, media, education, religio~ 

crime and organized labor. 

organized 

The authors, Herbert Morias - now deceased- was a historian at 

CCNY and the other, Richard 0. Boyer, usedto write for the New Yorker 

Magazine. The two have packed their book with facts and portraits of 

Labor's outstanding fights and fighters. They showed the brutalit~ 

with which business so often responded to Labor's struggle for a decent 

living, for what it was and is. A premediated conspiracy by the 

Industrialists to cower workers into complete submission. The book 

makes it clear, that most the killings and beatings were part of Big 

Business~s strategy to break the Labor Movement. Some of the more 

brutal events happened when the unemployed and their families deo

onstrated for jobs in Tompkins Square in 1877 and were met with 

\ police clubs,~while being called communists by the New York Times; 

~~~~ten of the Molly Maguires, after being framed by a Pinkerton spy, 

~:~~V0e~e hung in Pennsylvania; in 1887 leaders of the Knights of Labor 
v-P~ (y). ~ 
~\~~~~nd Chicago's Labor Union were hung for conspiring to kill policemen 

\'>\~ 
~~~· , in a bombing plot, the bomb that killed 8 cops was thrown by a police ; ... \~ 
~~ :\:informer; Easter 19 J4, Rockefeller's hired guns and the National 

v.}-.# . ) 
,vJJ'iJ(.." Guard set fire to the tents of striking United Mine Worker~, then 

machine gunned them,as they tried to escape the flames; 1934, San 

Francisco Police and hired thugs of the town's Industrial Association 

attacked striking Long Shoremen with clubs and guns; 1936, supporters 

of the sitdown strike in Flint Micl1igan were clubbed and shot; and 

so it went. 

The book points out that it wasn't just business's hired thugs, 

like General Motor's Black Legions of the 30s, that used murde~~e~~ 

torture to prevent unionization. The Ku Klux Klan spread hatred between 
hctwee~ 

the races and 4 thase born in America and those born aboard. By keeping 

these groups at each others throats, there was no need to worry about +he~ 

uniting into unions. This would also provide a cheap pool of scab labor, 

made up of those people who had been yept out of a union for bigoted 

reasons. The American Legion, founded around )920, worked as vigilantes, 

strike breakers, threatened ~A.n 1 e V\ organizers, and fueled American 

fears of Communism by equating the closed shop with the Red Menace. 

Where were also the Government's National Guard, G Men and U.S. 

Marsha~wnousedviolence in breaking a strike. 
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Violence wasn't the only tactic used by Big Business. It 

organized itself into industry-wide groups such as the Mine Owners 

Association of Colorado. They also presented a united front against 

the unions through such groups as the Untted States Chamber of 

Commerce,(that attacked unemployment insurance as communistic) and 

the National Manufacturers Association that successfully destroyed 

the closed shop in the 1920s. 

While N.AJVI. fought for the open shop and vehemently battled 

bFganized Labor, another group, the National Civic Federation, coopted \~. 
Labor. The N.C.F. was founded in 1900 and dominated by the largest . ~\'"'G.'\\~~ 

I\\~~ I'(}-
monopolists. Its purpose was to bring together capital and labor; t~.,~t~ 

ry""\ .rl-~ ~ 
so all wage disputes could be settled "gentlemenly". Samuel Gompers;\_ ~(;.\lN'\ -~ 

~ • ~ )Y- • ./' 
head of the A. F. of L., and other labor leaders jointed the organiza-~...,~·~11..-

tion. They probably didn't want to miss the chance of being able to .. ·. {"a.VS .•. ~ 
li).{,}J" CW" ...)_0 

hob-nob wib.h the country: s rich, as well as.~ the opportunity to set ~· ~· x~···:~~·'t 
themselves up as monopollsts of Labor. These "Labor leaders" ~~\ ~ .._..;) 

played their role well. When strikes. would threa.tened, they'd forbid~"·;.,·"'\ 
them, such as ~ proposed strike by street car employees at a company 

owned by the Federation's President - August Belmont. Gompers, mean-

while, played his role by refusing to organize on an industrial-wide 

basis. He made the A.F.ofL. stay with the less effective craft 

organizing strategy. The re~ult wa~ that between 1900 and 1914 A.F. 

of L. members eeceived no real wage increase. Gompers even jumped on 

the Red Scare bandwagon in 1920, by attacking Industrial Unions as 

Communistic. Gompers wasn't the only A.F. of L. leader who played 

ball with Big Business. The A.F. of L. has a history of selling out 

~v- "\;.ll.~ ~ 
"~ .ffi-0 

h>c:;.. .vf 
~ J"' L I 
~ ~- ~~---"'~ 

"'~·.J-AJ)~ ,:~t
r.r~ v}\- ~ (\; 

!~~\~' 

its members and limiting its organizing of non-union workers. In a way 

this has paid off1 for the A.F. of L. is the only union that has sur- , 

vi ved from the 1. Boos to today. ~.>0.:~ '\ ~"\1u'S) v\twS \tuJ) "'~ 1..1)~ ~' e" '-\t~~ G-O 

The book tells how business front organizations and coopted ~~~~ 
Labor leaders helped spread the propaganda line,for a particular era, W•~~

through America's number one institution of misinformation - the Press. 

Reporters, for such august and allegedly factual newspapers as the 

New York Times and the Herald Tribune, wen£t%eyond the bounds of 
,, "" 
objective journalism. They editorialized, rationalized and ignored the 

facts, all in favor of Big Business. They justified the illegal 

Palmer Raids of 1920 by calling them a "nationwide search for the 
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Red Menance''. They pandered to people's fear~ by reporting in 1919 
that1 " Russian Reds Are Busy Here". They stirred public opinion against 

union activity with heacL..a_ines like, "Mob Is In Control" and ~- ·.· 

referring to the American Railroad Union's strike in 1894 as ''Eugene 

Debs' Rebellion". This particular strike against the Pullman Company 

was crucial , if Big Business was to stop the spread of industry 

wide organizing and cooperation among different unions. So, the papers 

went all out, accusing Debs of conspiring to over throw the Government. 
\\ il 

The strike failed. Such Yellow Journalism was often successful at 

aro~ing the public or at least of creating the illusion of an ar~sed 
A 

public, calling for harsh ~overnment measures to stem the tide of 

"Godless" unionism. 

Very seldom did the Government refuse the call to sqaash a strike 

or more correctly, very seldom did business fail to direct their 
~-

lieuta~ants in the Government to put down a strike. During the Pullman 

Strike, mentioned above, the Justice Department allowed its marshals 

to be used and even paid by the Railroad Compan;ies. These marshals were 

sent out to cause yiolenc~ so that the press would have a reason for 

calling for Government action. While the marshals beat and shot workers, 

the press ranted about a Red Rebellio~ until finnall~ the Government 

stepped in with an injunction. Debs and the leaders of the American 

Railroad Union had to either end the strike or their involvement in it. 

Either way the strike would die 1 so, they violated the injunctio~ 

ended mp in jail and the strike died anyway. In 1919 J. Edgar Hoover, 

then head of the Justice Department's Radical Division, arrested 

union leaders of striking miners in Pittsburg and striking Brass 

workers in Connecticut, causing both strikes to fail. The Palmer raids 1~en#uneJ 
" o..hove; 

of 1920 successfully intimidated thoasands of union members and 

officals. Teams of G Men swept down on 10,000 people, grabbing them 

off the street, kicking in doors, beating them up and throwing them 

in jail. A union member was boun~ to think twice of being active in 

organizing. Not all the Government's activity against tee unions 

has 

that 

1947 

been violent. Often new laws, written by Big Business, were all 
n 

were necessary to thwart l{ion activity. The ~aft-Hartley law of 

effectively killed labor's gains under the Wagner Act and the 

) 
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Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction law. The law required Labor officals 

to swear they weren't communists, opeming them to possible prosecution 

for perjury
1 
if some Government stoolie accussed them of being . Reds. 

The law brought the injunction back for breaking strikes, it killed the 

union shop and allowed the unions to be sued for huge sums, if they 

violated the law. The Government, owned by Big Business, has probably 

been the most effective weapon against unionization. 

At the end of the book one can not help but be outraged at the 

millions of injustices, injuries, and brutalities the Labor Movement 

has suffered. John L. Lewis summed up the history of Labor's fight 

in 1938 at the C.I.O.'s first Constitutional Convention. The House 

on Un-American Activities Committee had just been formed. The committee 

was holding hearings and, true to form, it was trying to ressurrect the 

Red Scare to destroy the C.I.O. However, this one tim~ it failed,in 

part, thanks to Lewis: 

Our people in this movement know how hard it is to perserve 

their rights and their liberty- even within democracy. ~hey have 

battled against violence, brutality and calumny. The forces of 

public order have beeen perverted against them. And yet our 

people have not faltered in their conviction that they have rights 

which must not be destroyed. 

The agencies of public information have boiled with th jeremiads 

against the C,I.O. On no other occassion of modern times has 

the American ideal of a free press been so sullied. The loyalty 

of the members and friends of the C.I.O. through these storms cf 
falsity shows again that American people will not be misled by 

cynical untruths and bitter misrepresentations .... 

To millions, because of this movement, the word "liberty" has 

acquired new meaning. Often those who seek only license for their 

plundering, cry "liberty". In the guise of this old American ideal 

men of vast economic domain would destroy what little liberty 

remains to those who toil. The liberty we seek is different. It 

is liberty for common people- freedom from economic bondage, 

freedom from the oppressions of the vast bureaucracies of great 

corporations, freedom to regain again some human initiative, 

freedom that arises from economic security and human self respect. 

------- --- -------~---~--- ---- ---------------- -------~---------



THE FREE AND THE UNFHEE 

A Critique 

Roy Hollander 



Peter Carroll and David Noble use the liberal themes, prevalent 

in American education, to a great extent in their book1rhe fF~~e and .. ,...~ 
the Unfree. These themes, or axioms, are used to explain whyApast 

happened as it did and to show that the major events of history 

occurred because of one of these "truisms". Some of these "truisms" 

or theories are: "the impetus for European Colonial expansion was 

the European's grandiose vision to impose their rational society 

upon the irrationality of nature and traditional societies; a cosmic 

vision, based upon the orderliness of all human relations, dictated 

the actions of the first colonists; the transition from premodern 

·: G~to modern individualism, explains the American Revolution -- ---------- ___ ___.) 

and much of our history to date; a desire for linear time and 

orderly space and a shift from a theological cosmos to one dominated 

by human achievement, resulted in manifest destiny; a vision of 

Providential Destiny and the struggle over national idenity, helped 

get America into the Civil War; the pervasive idea of a productive 

national economy, smoothly and efficiently integrating man and 

machine, inspired the Robber Barons;:~~rporate and political elites 

success at organizing rational space and educating workers according 

to linear time, led America into international expansion and 

World War I; and the struggle to redefine ourselves as dwellers 

within the boundaries of America, explained Post World War II 

history. Such analyses, although excellent for apologizing for or 

justifying the vicious act~that pervade AMerica's history, do not 

explain the why. What really caused the major even~ s of our past, 

what determined the character of this nation are not these liberal 

explanations. 

To be fair to the authors, their book does present an excellent 

overview of the factual history of the major social, political and 

economic events from the first colonists to Watergate. They accurately 

depict some of the actions of America's economic ruling class, but do 

not attribute them with being the shapers and movers of ~~~~ of 

America~ history. The motivation, reason and why of an event, 

trend or other are often attributed to their stock liberal theories. 
ll'lcr-~ cH·en 

Every so often,they will examine economic motivesbut refer 

to liberal one~or none at all. The authors seem to be in the 

middle of a transition from liberal to ma~st historians. They 

seem to be hung up and at times even go off into "Psycho-History". 
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It all makes for a strange book, although a very interesting one. 

( One can contribute the authors' confusion to their background 

\ and the changes in thought that occurred during the sixties. 

\ Peter Carroll attended Queens College and Northwestern University = ~ 
-41- in the first half of the 60s. He has remained in the academic 
.3 

' environment ever since. David Noble attended Princeton University 
.j 
.f-, ( and the University of Wisconsin in the late 40s and early 50s - the 

P--+) •\1 time of ct Red Scare. He too, has rematined in academia. Their roots 

~ R 
1 

are in academia at timesand places of liberal and reactionary ideas, 
) ~~; 

~ I followed by the upheavals of the late 60s. Carroll even ended up 
.. ~ i 
·- "-1 I 
S :r~ I teaching at San Francisco State, one of the major battle grounds 

for radical thought in the 60s. All of this gives a book that is . s 5 \ 
~J mainly liberal in thought but also touches, lightly, on economic 
.- I 
1 

~eterminism. 

The authors separated their book into four parts: the discovery 

of America by Coloumbus through the Presidency of Thomas Jefferson; 

the Presidency of John Adams to the end of the Civil War; Reconstruc

tion to the end of World War I; and the 20s to Watergate. 

In the first part, they .. c<ity the English colonization of 

America was due to a missionary zeal to impose order on a 

chaotic continent. This is rather unbelievable. The English colon

ized so they could make a buck. Both the orginal colonies, Virginia 

and Massachusetts Bay, were financed by corporations, set up for 

the specific purpose of exploiting the new world. The Jamestown 

settlers were suppos~to find gold and a water route to the spice 

rich east. They found neither, but they did begin cult~vating 

tobacco. Other colonists, also looking for gold, found wealth in 

the foods and other products the land could produce. A lucrative 

export trade soon blossomed. 

As trade with England grew, more land was needed to meet the 

demand. The Indians were in the way, so the settlers, with rifles 

and cannons, pushed them back into the wilderness. This was done 

for pecuntary gain and not, as the authors say, to fulfill a cosmic 

vision of orderliness. This vision, however, was used to justify 

the stealing of land. It did not cause the theft. 

America was a rich country and as the decades past)certain 

individuals became richer than others. A proprietary class grew up 

based on land and trade with England. This class' :desire for more 

~nafits brought it into conflict with the monetary class in England. 
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Parliament passed a few acts to restrict trade, ie American profits, 

so, the landed class in the colonies rebelled. They rebelled because 

their economic interests were threatened, not because they had evolved 

from an organic consciousness to one of individualism. 

With the English economic interests disposed of, rivalry 

between the landed gentry and urban capitalists began in America. 

They fought each other for control of the Government, both state and 

Federal. They fought over the type of monetary system- Hamilton's 

National Bank versus State Banks, they fought over the spread of 

slavery - which was necessary for the landed aristocracy, and 

finally they got the entire country to fight their war. The Civil 

War resolved, once and for all,the preeminence of the urban cap

italists. These battles were waged not as the authors say for linear 

time, national idenity nor orderly geography but for money and the 

power to acauire more money. 

The authors accurately noted,that the Robber Barons wanted 

a productive economy smoothly and efficiently integrating worker and 

machine. The Robber Barons got what they wanted in the form of 

monopolies. These monopolies did not benefit the nation as a whole 
t>.-•1 e f.d- / 

but did~the industrialists. As the authors point out, there were a lot 

of cultural upheavals during this time. The Purity Brigades, the 

K.K.K., changes in education etc. However, these changes were not 

the result of th~ continuing trend to individualism and isolation 
,I 

away from the organic flOcial whole. They were tactics employed by 

the Robber Barons to protect their wealth and control the populace. 

The Brigades wanted to close the Bars so workers wouldn't have 

a place to meet and organize. They wanted the vote for women, 

middle class women, to defeat such rivals as Boss Tweed. They used 

the K.K.K. to forment hatred among ethTiic groups, thereby preventing 

any united action in opposition to the capitalists. fhey pushed 

education into molding individuals into acceptable corporate workers. 

All of this did result, to some extent, in organizing space, 

such as the factory and programing workers to linear corporate 

time. However, the result is not the cause. The cause was greed. 

World War I was a civil war among the capitalists of Europe. 

;eeing a quick buck to be made,American industrialists pushed 

this country into war. America's intervention had little to do 

with linear time or rational space. 
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~ 
The authors refrain~from their usual liberal eeasons when 

recounting the depression of 1929 and America's entry into World 

War II. Actually the picture they paint is accurate but the reasons 

for the depression and our entry into World War II are completely 

omitted. The depression occurred because of the large industrialists1 

desire to wipe out middle level competition and Franklin Roosevelt 

got us into World War II in order to save the capitalistic system. 

After World War II, the threat of a third and final wa~ 

plus numerous bloody police actions ~bY America, around the world, 

caused the growth of counter cultures here at home. Groups of 

individuals rebelling against the policies of global corporations. 

These groups were opposed to the violence, hunger and spiritual 

emptiness that resul~~in a society run for the profit of Big 

Business. These groups did not arise, as the authors suggest, 

because the centuries-old belief in American progress towards 

an environment of rational space and linear time,had ended. These 

groups arose, as had others ~n the past, out of disillusionment 

with the status quo. The Beatniks and Hippies were not the result 

of 350 years of social evolution from innocence to awareness. True 

the smashing of the vision that America was constantly on the 

road to progress, did cause disillusionment and the seeking for 

alternative life styles. The realization of that illusion was 

not the result of evolutionary awareness. 

Through~ut their book, the authors description of what took 

place, is essentialyi correct. Their description of today, that 

America is struggling to redine itself appears accurate. The 

struggle, however, has beencaused by corporate America's attempt 

to consolidate its control over America and the world. The industrial

ists have already elected their own Bresident, Jimmy Carter, and 

are preparing for a recession to destroy middle level competitors. 

Living standards for the middle class and laborers havebeen 

declining due to a drop in real wage~ thanks to industry's 

inflation. The HRedefining" of America, then, is not going to be 

the "Redefining" of counter cultures, but what the industrialists 

want, a Brave New World. Its space will be rationally organized 

and its time linear, but its cause we~~ be ~\eed. 

~}tt~u{·. 
l./ 

_ _j 



THE RICH AND THE SUPER RICH 

A Critique 

Roy Hollander 



Ferdinand LuAberg did a mamouth research and writing job in 
~ 

putting this 900 page book, about who owns America, together. The book 

is jammed packed with an astounding array of facts that must have 

takened him years to compile. Facts and statistics showing that a small 

number of people run this country by virtue of how much they own. 

Less than 1% of the population, owns nearly 50% of the wealth. Unfor

tunately Lunberg's treasure chest of information is very poorly 

organized. He organized his chapter headings well, but failed to fill 

them, in a logical manne~ with pertinent information. So, we often get· 

information stuck in one chapter that belongs in another. Lunberg also 

digresses ~lot and has the tendency to ramble on, making it very 

difficult, if not impossible, to follow his train of thought. He adds 

to the difficulty by jumping from one theme to another. One theme 

he often jumps to,is his own personal moral condemnation of the rich7 

~lthough justified, it can get rather tedious. All of this makes the 

book much too long and very difficult reading. However, the book 

is worth the effort for the mere facts it contains. A lot of them are 

out of date, but they do show a historical pattern of wealth breeding 

wealth, grabbing greater and greater control of this country, year 

after year. 

One criticism you can't level against Lunberg is that he didn't 

know what he was talking about. He spent part of his life as a financial 

writer for the Herald Tribune. What better place to find out who the 

rich and the super rich are. Lu~berg definitely understands the money 

and power relations in this country. He tells us who are the richest 

in this small group of individuals who own half the wealth, how they 

got their wealth, how they keep i~ how they control the government 

and how they perpetuate such myths as upward mobility. 
6 

Lunberg refers to a number of studies showing how the wealth 
II 

has been concentrated in America. His favorite study is the one by 

Robert Lampman from the University of Wisconsin. Lampman analyzed 

the distribution of wealth from 1922 to 1953 by studying the 

Government's records on Federal Estate Taxes. The drawback here is that 

~o much of the asset~ of the super rich are hidden in foundations 

or given to their children over long periods of time. 



Both methods avoid inheritance taxes anct
1
thereforeJwould not be 

included in the Governments records. Nevertheless, Lampaman's study 

is valuable in showing whatwas going on. As of 1953, 1.6% of the pop

ulation owned 32% of all the private wealth in America (20% of all 

America's wealth is owned by the Government). THis same 1.6% owned 

82.3% of all the corporate stock and 100% of all the tax exempt local and 

state bonds. This compares to the bottom 50% of the population which ,, ~, 

owns all of 8.3% of the private wealth. Orke~ figuresJfrom the 

Federal Reserv~ show 200,000 households controlling 32% of all invest

ment assefs and owning 22% of all the private wealth. This makes the 
~ 

super rich an even smaller group. Lunberg points out that some may 
A 

sa~ so what, the rest of the United State's citizens own 78% of the 

wealth. That's true but the key figure is the 32% of invested asset~ 
This 32% is concentrated in the top 200 corporations and since ownership 

of 1 to 5 percent of the stock guarantees control, we therefGre have 
CD,..~p_l(./c./y 

200,000 households completely controlling, although notAownlng, the 

country's largest corporations. It's money that has been leveraged to 

bring enormous control of the country~ economy into the hands of a few. 

To narrow the super-rich class further, in 1937 the femporary 

National Economic Commission did a study of who controlled the top 

two hundred corpo~ations. They found that 13 families owned 81 of these 
d 

corporations. Lunberg adds that when these corporations are compared 
II 

with Fortunes 1964 top corporation list, there has only been a few 

changes. Als~ the country~ top families are still virtually the same 

except for the Harkness family, which distributed much of its wealth 

to educational institutions. So, without a doubt, a huge amount of 

America's wealth has been and still~s in the hands of a few families. 
J. 

Lu~berg also deals with the question of where did they get so 

much money. Of those living, virtually all of their money was inherited. 
0 

No longer, says Lunlerg, can an enterprising Carniege or Rockefeller 

build up a huge fortune from scratch. The class is closed to those 
d. 

families who didn't make it in the 1800s or early 1900s. Lunberg 
II 

shows this by citing a 1957 list of Fortune's that lists 42 individuals 

worth 75 million or more. 6f those listed, they all had inherited 

either the greater part of their fortune or a substantial amount, 
d. 

necessary to make more money. Lunberg also looked at the histories 
/' 
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of the to~r wealthiest families: 

DuPonts, worth 7 billion, started manufacturing gunpowder and 

during the first World War they branched out into the lucrative 
-the ; cc'''fMf 

arms trade. It was during the War that DuPont>~chleved Jt~ greatest 

growth 1allowing it to later branch out into chemicals, automobiles 

(General Motors), oil and rubber. 

~ellGna, worth 5 billion~ Andrew r1ellon, son of a wealthy banker 

built the rest of the huge family fortune on a process for smelting 

aluminum, leading to the Aluminum COmpany. He also took control of a 

small oil comp~ny in Texas in 1901. The company ended up being Gulf 

Oil. 

Rockefellers, worth 5 billion. John D. founded the family fortune 

in the 1870s on oil, combines, pools and trusts. 

Fords, worth 2 billion. Henry made the family fortune in the 
... .~ 

early 1900s through the assembly line, speed ups and a cheap car for 

everybody. 

Behind these great fortunes and others, there is usually a 

great crime of some type. Lundberg referred to a study by Professor 

Edwin Sutherland on white collar crime, 'Ip~·l9 38 Sutherland took 

68 of the largest non-financial corporations, minus the Utility 

Companies. The average life of those corporations, at that t~me, 

was 45 years. Sutherland found a total of 980 court decisions against 

these corporations. 60 had been found guilty of restraint of trade, 

53 for infringements, 44 for unfair labor practices, 43 for a variety 

of offenses, 28 for misrepresentation in advertising, and 26 for rebates. 

60% were guilty of criminal acts on at least 4 different occassions, 

classifying them as habitual criminals. Needless to say, none of these 

"repeaters" were put away for good. 

Lunberg emphasizes, that what is instrumental in the preservation 

of the super rich is the Government. Tax laws are written with loop 

holes useful only to the rich. In return the wealthy contribute heavily 
~f'.'\ i c.. V'\ t., 

to the campaigns of amendab±e--public officals. White collar crimes are 
C'Yl('( 

punished with ridiculously low fines and~very seldom-short jail sen-

tences. Corporate officals become Government officals and then back to 

business, always protecting the industrialist's interest. The legal 

system protects pt'ppertyj not pc>cple .. Any form of dissent is bought off 

or cut off with out a forum. All of this results in an oligarchy,a 

country ruled by a few extraordinarily rich people, who stoled quicker 

and earlier then the rest. 



THE ROBBER BARONS 
A Critique 

Roy Hollander 



"WE'VE GOT THIS COUNTRY, IT'S OURS AND WE'RE GOING TO DO EVERYTHING 
IN OUR POWER TO KEEP IT". 

When a member of the fabulously rich Townsend family made 
that statement in the late 1800~ he was telling the world that 
America was now controlled by a small band of wealthy industrial
ists and their intentions were too keep that control forever. 
Today, the descendants of the Robber Barons and a few relatively 
new magnates of wealt~have lived up to the expectations of 
Townsend's quote. America and to a large extent the entire "Free 
World" is ruled by a relatively small number of men who oversee 
the hu~e Global Corporations that ~rew ou1of the monopolies of the 
1800s. The world's largest corporation, AT&T, grew out of the 
combine of phone companys set up by J.P. Morgan: General Electric 
was the result of another Morgan combine: Rockefeller.'s Standard 
Oil is now the big~est oil-energy company in the world; Andrew 
Carniege's iron-rail manufacturing company is now America's 
largest steel corporation - United States Steel; and on it goes. 
The beginnings of nearly all of America's top corporations came 
about between 1861 and 1901. This is the period covered by 
Mathew Josephon's study of America's top industrialists - titled 
1rhe Robber Barons. ,-

Josephson wrote his book during an appropriate time in 
America's history, 1929-1933. America was suffering one of its 
worst depressions. This depression, like those of the late 1800s, 
was caused by the dealings and manipulations of the industrialists. 
Josephson had worked in Wall Street during the 20s and was all too 
familiar with the actions of big business and the results of 
economic depression. However, out of the shattered lives of millions 
of hard working,then hard unemployed Americans, Josephson saw a 
hope. He saw hope in the new deal and the rise of critical works 

such as his own"Robber Barons". While many of the richest and 

most powerful industrialists were not only surviving the depres
sio~ but getting even richer, there was a ground swell towards 
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socialism and changing the system that had made the careers of men 

like Rockefeller, Mellon, Wayerhauser and others possible. Josephson 
felt it was essential that the rise of this adverse opinion towards 
big business be fueled with facts. Facts to show the_ people 
and the politicans) that the depression was not an act of God,but 
rather the direct ~esult of a monopoly-capital economic system, 
whose roots went back to the 1800s. If the people- did not know the 
truth) then big business would win out again. 

Josephson did a masterful job in telling the truth of how the 
great fortunes of America were made or more accurately robbed. 
He doesn't wander off into emotionalism or liberal moralizing. 
He sticks to the facts he painstakingly researched. Most of the 

financial jargon is understandable to the average reader or~~) 
- €,~~~" 

explained by Josephson, often with true life examples.~~Poot1 is 
where rival companies would agree 
consumer a "bath'~ instead of each 
would interchange stock with each 
the stock was held in escrow with 
ful, controlling it. 

to fix prices and give the 
l\ II otherj a combine is where they 

other and a trust was where 
an elected few, the most power-

Although the work is highly factual
1

the author doesn't get 
bogged down in minutia1 while on the other side, he stays away 
from over-generalizations. In depicting the character of the 

\.Robber Barons1~ as well as describing their business methods, the 
author refers to numerous ~rue life stories. Such stories as when 

j 
Rockefeller forced a Cleveland widow to sell him her late husbands 

oil business dirt cheap. If she didn't sell, Rockefeller threat
ened to sell oil cheaper than her business possibly could, 
eventually causing it to go broke. Young J.P. Mogan bought a 
warehouse full of defective rifles for a song and then turned 
around and sold them, as if they were in perfect working order, 
to the government. This was during the Civil War and one wonders 
how many young Americans died becaused of Morg-an's greed. 
Cornelius Vande~ilt sold rotted ships to the Navy during the 
Civil War. Many of the ships used to transport soldiers sunk, 
drowning the passengers. There was Jay Gould who cornered the 
gold market, then dumped his securities making huge profits and 
wiping out the savings of many small investors. 
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Josephson, unlike many historians, does not attribute the 
Robber Barons with having been great geniuses nor. as Morgan 
believed, men of destiny. He depicts them as single minded 
individuals, obsessed with wealth and above all able to take 
advantage of all opportunities, un~ibited by any ethical code. 

In fact, it was the opportunities presented by America's bloodiest 
conflict, the Civil War, that set the captains of industry on the 
road to becoming financial kings. 

Josephson writes that going into the Civil War America was 
basically an agarian-mercantile economy. However, with the huge 
government spending and financing necessary to keep the war 
going, some individuals accumulated large amounts of capital. 
With the wars end, the1budding young,.capitalists and bankers 
needed a new boondoggle to make huge profits off of. They 
found it in the winning of the West via the railroad. America's 
industrial revolution was on with the bribing of Government 
officals for favorable land grants and loans, heavy borrowing from 
the European credit markets and the rapid growth of huge monopolies 
in coke, steel, oil, banking etc. Huntington, Gould, Cooke, 

at~d 
Carniege, frick and the others were making huge sumsAacauiring 
vasts amounts of power. 

The captains of industry seized upon other opportunities, 

especially those offered by technology. The use of ground oil 
to light America's homes sent Rockefeller on his way to becoming 
the world's first billionaire, the Bessemer steel process pushed 

Carniege into steel manufacturing - a business he would later - ~w~ 
sell for $490 million and /1. with the booming steel industry; 
Frick capitalized on monopolizing coke. 

Josephson is quick to add, however, every.thing wasn't coming 
up roses for the Titans of Industry. Competition among themselves 
was very costly. Cornelius Vanderbilt battled the combined forces 
of Jay Gould, Daniel Drew and James Fisk for the Erie Railroad 
and monopoly over New York Cit~Railroads. Both sides manipulated 
stock sales, winning and losing vast fortunes in their struggle 
to gain control of the railroad. They bribed officals in Albany for 
favorable legislation that resulted only in enriching the leg-
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islators. As soon as a law favoring one side was passed the other 
side would buy a law nullifying it. In the end the Gould forces 
came out a little ahead, they got control of the Erie Railroad and 
its monopoly into Albany. Erie rates, of course, immediately 
went up. Jay Cook~ also ran into competition problems. His bank, 
which had a monopoly on Governmant financing, failed in 1873 
thanks to its over investment in the Northern Pacific Railroad 

ba..l'\ker 
and a few well placed rumors byAJ.P. Morgan. Morgan had his problems 
too. Unable to run Carniege out of business in the steel industry; 
Morgan was forced to buy him out,for nearly half a billion 
dollars. Things calmed down near the.end of the centur,V; 

ef ~1:11~ o.. 
with most~the great competitive battles ~Apart of history. 
Morgan and Rockefeller went after each other over the defunct 
Northern Pacific, for a while, but realized it was in their best 
interests to cce>pev-ai!ve ly · cut up the pie. The Ameriaan people now 
faced a "community of interest"- a united front- of. the 
nations most powerful businessmen. 

Josephson ends his book, telling how the anger of the American 
people towards the "Robber Barons 11 was quite easily dissi.pated by 
Teddy Roosevelt. In spite of the numerous times the\~aptains of 
Industryucut each others throats, it was always the consumer's 
blood that was spilled. Monopoly cost the average citizen 
through outrageous price hikes and cut services, while stock 
manipulations cost them their life savings. Monopolists, in 
their arrogance, made no effort to hide their huge rtpoffs, 
misdealings and crass grab.sfor power and wealth. Finally, the 
American public seemed to have had enough. It was ready to breakup 
the trusts and change the social structure. Roosevelt offered 
some reforms, brandished his big stick at the corporations and 
tricked the public into thinking the bad old days of Morgan . 
and Rockefeller were over. As Josephson pants out 1 they weren't. 
Jim Hill said the only difference was that " two certificates of 
stock are now issued instead of one; they are printed in 
different colors, and that", he laughingly said, "is the main 
difference". 
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Josephson's book is a masterpiece of how the Robber Barons 
got their fortunes and kept them. Unfortunately his hope for a 
change, spurred on by the New Deal and such books as his, 
was not realistic. Th3nk to the reforms of another Roosevelt, 
Franklin, the rich, true to Townsend's quote, have kept this 
country in their pockets. 



POSTWAR AMERICA: 1945-1971 

A Critique 

Roy Hollander 



If you want to sell a product, you've got to have a line. 

It should extol the product's value, benefit and greatness. The 

line has to be believable before people will~j Q product. Of course, 

such lines aren't necessarily true, in fact, most are out right lies. 

As Howard Zinn points out in his book on Postwar America, this 

country has also been using a line, a lie, to sell itself to 

its citizens. 

Zinn says,America, as other nation states, has an image - its 

rhetorical creed and a reality - its working creed. The two are 

not even remotely the same. America's rhetorical creed is best 

characterized by the Declaration of Independence ... " All men are 

created equal .. with inalienable rights .. life, liberty and the 

pursuit of happiness .. When any form of government becomes des

tructive to these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or 

abolish it.'' The working creed is best shown by the war in Viet Nam 
~e~C~D~ ~ 

and the accompaning protest at home. The Viet Namese and war 
A 

protesters somehow how weren't as ·equal as the businessmen who 

profited from the war and the politicians who supported it. Civil

ians in Asia were massacred, raped, tortured and beatened, while 

protesters at home were molested, beaten and ostracized. What 

the Churches, Officals, Families, Businesses, Schools and Media 

were telling us about America, that this was the home of the free 

and the brave, just didn't ring true in the light of naplam and 

molotov cocktails. 

Were the ugly actions of America, during the Viet Nam War, 

a departure from its norm, its working creed of the past? No, 

says Zinn. America used the line of the rights of man and 

the promise of a better future to mobilize the colonialists 

against England, for the gain of the landed few; the industrial

ists conned the citizenry with promises of prosperity, progress 

and freedom for all in getting hundreds of thousands to die in 

the Civil War; World War I was sold as the war to end all wars 

and World War II as the holy fight against fascism. Zinn says that 

through out America's history, a self righteous rhetoric--has been 

used to explain away atrocities and protect the wealthy and the 

powerful. 

Not all Americans have always bought Madison Avenue's line or 

been placated by the crumbs and half way reforms of America's 
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corporate liberals. There were the Abolitio~ists, the Wobblies, 

the Populists and people like John Brown, Tom Paine, Emma Goldman,t.:.."'d 

Eugene Debs. According to Zinn, the dynamic of American history 

has been the continuning war between people such as these, who 

tried to make America's promise a reality and those whose power 

and wealth depended upon the corporate lie. Although this battle has 

been going on through out America's history, it wasn't until 

after World War II that it reached a crisis stage, or so Zinn 

believes. 

Zinn does an excellent job showing the contradictions between 

the two creeds from World War II to 1971. He shows the contradictions 

by examining past events with a clear, uncomplicated vision, with

out propaganda or needless erudition. He has a way of describing 

history in a simple prose that makes it very understa~able. The 

contradictions he describes are accurate, the conflicts that arose 

out of them are correct but whether they now add up to a crisis, 

offering the chance of fundamental change in America, is unlikely. 

It's been seven years since Zinn wrote this book and back then a 

belief that things were going to change was understandable. 

In 1972, Zinn was looking at the result of over twenty years 

of turmoil and conflict. The web of deception of the American creed 

had been pulled apart for many. They saw the reality of America's 

working creed as brutal, repressive, authoritarian and violent. 

Zinn saw such realizations, by so man~ as meaning that America was 

under_..,going a crisis. Out of the crisis a new society would grow. 
It would be international in scope, with its resources take~~from 

private corporations, its government would go beyond mere rep

resentation, ideas would circulate freely and the authoritarianism 

in personal relationships would end. 

Zinn says the seeds of this crisis were planted after World 

War II with John Hersey's book "Hiroshima", Henry ltJallace 's 

campaign for President in 1948, Robert Oppenheimer's criticism of 
a:c\ctl~~ t 

the Atomic Bomb and individual acts of resistance ~ the Nixon-

McCarthy- Cohn witch-hunt. 

These seeds, according to Zinn, began to grow in 1955 with 

the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, led by Martin Luther King. 

Out of the boycott came the Southern Christain Leadership Conference 

and a new strength among minorities. This new found stre~th led 
A 
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both blacks and Indians to actively fight the K.K.K. C\..Yid T-h.e Go.;Onfl'let'\\-. 

The struggle for equal rights led to wider conflict in the 

' early 60s. The sit-in at Woolworths in Greensboro, North Carolina, 

lite the fuse, sending some 50,000 people, both black and white, 

to demonstrate at segregated lunch counters. SNCC was formed 

and white and black students from Northern colleges began riding 

south to integrate buses, organize and register poor blacks. They 

were beaten, jailed, murdered, abused and cursed, often on national 

television. They1 and some who watched,began to realize the dis

crepancies between America's promises and acts. The enlightenment 

was beginning. 

In 1963 the resistors faced Bull Connor his dogs, fire 

hoses, clubs and guns - fearlessly. Their strength was growing 

while.their acts were educating others. 

By the mid 60s, dissenters and resisters became rebels, willing 

to for go non-vi0lence for self-defense and militancy. Riots broke out 

in major urban centers across the nation. Malcolm X was preacoing 

"Black Revolution", SNCC and the Black Panthers were calling 

for "B1a6k Power". They were all lashing out at this country's 

hypocrisy, demanding it stop "talking and start walking". 

White college students supported black demands and began 
r1~hts 

fighting for their own. Free speech at Berkeley in 1964 to student 
" power at 6olumbia in 1968. Confronted by atrocities to Blacks. 

and Viet Namese. plus a draft, student protest became increasingly 
J 

militant. They demonstrated and rioted for an end to the war, 

racism~ for a say in their education and power over their own lives. 

Zinn points out that in 1969-70, at least 1,785 demonstrations 

took place. Between 1964 and 70, several million people, mostly 

blacks and students, had been involve in demonstrations. After 

Kent State, students at 400 colleges went out on strike. Veterans 

opposed the war, underground newspapers flourished and an enlightefl~d 
counter-culture began growing out of the mounting crisis. Most of 

thisJwas due mainly to the War, that millions now saw as not an 

aberrat~on ~f the -~n:eric~ li~er_af.. creed but rath:r an. expression
1
,\ ,.._,. o..l\ . 

of it. '~ c?..&.\. t c?~et_ (-0-~~v J. Lll\1t-.. ~ (.,.0<_'-'- ~ • ~) ·~ ~{ e-e~l~- ~-'-< ~v ~? t. G. · 
, ~ L·~be j\i;~..tw-- t 1 ~ 

America's deception with mild reforms appeared bankrupt to ... Glctie ...... .'H;: 
r.N\do+~e ~ wi: . 'l 

many. Middle cJ.as s professionals' religious people A saw through the . sci. ~;.,.:h; I 
tired old lies and .joined, in part at least, the growing counter- o&tc"'' c:... . 

culture. P~L.,~J (C:: '\ ··"::~~~ 
rv~ .,..1 l\~' ~·J 
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Out of all the conflict of the 50s and 60s, Zinn saw those 

involved as rethinkinS the values of society, revolting against 

authority and searching for new human relationships - a cultural 

upheaval. This inchoate movement had declared for change simply 

by living differently. Communes, both living and professional, spread 

across the country in 1970. People began gathering into groups to 

oppose city hall, landl .ords and Big Business. 

Groups of individuals assembling the splintered power of the 

people, refusing to obey society's arbitrary authority and setting 

up their own organizations for running thing~ was one of the key 

tenents of the counter-culture, Zinn saw emerging. ~nother was 

"working for immediate, urgent reform, without succumbing to the 

American system's customary way of avoiding drastic change by 

granting piece meal reforms to pacify the populations". 

Zinn saw this counter-culture as a small but growing part 

of the population. It was involved in the process of changing the 

~thinking of people, acting out, as far as possible, the future 

society" by working for "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness". 

That's what Zinn saw in l9721 but in 1979 his hope for~the 

beginning of a new society hadn'~·- come true. The counter-culture 

didn't last. Its members became more interested in themselves. 

A couple of recessions, the ending of the draft, inflation, a 

rise in spiritualism, a coopted women's movement have changed the 

humanitarian views of many into the selfish - look out for number 

one. It's all understandable, however, when people get older and 

times get toughe~ its difficult to sacrifice for others
1

when others 

are taking all they can get. It's tough to live up to the ideas 

of communitas,fraternit~s and brotherhood when others are exploiting 

human differences for their own gains. 

Take the women's movement. In its beginning in the late 60s 

it realized that nobody could be equal unless all people were 

eaual. The restraints placed on all women, men, children and minoriti~ 

had to be removed if anybody was to be free. The system had to 

change completely. Today,the women's movement is mainly :white 

and middle class, extorting its members to vote for women only - no 

matter what the aualifications of other candidates. This is as 

--------··---· -------
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backward as "white is right". Zinn was very hopeful for the 

women's movement but apparently it1 as well as other groups of 

the counter-culture 1 fell into the trap that Zinn had feared -

the trap of cooptation and assimilation. 

r: I ?0 



THE ECONOMIC CRISIS READER 

A Critique 

Roy Hollander 



Mermelstein's compendium of descriptive and analytical 

articles on this country's economic situation is excellent reading 

for anyone wanting to know what is really happening, businesswise. 

Mermelstein took articles from the Radical Press and the Corporate 

Press to show the economic reality behind the misleading state

ments of our Government and Business leaders. The reality is one 

of crisis1 caused by oliga~~cal capital
1

that will soon push the 

country and the world into a depression worst than 1929. 
Mermelstein's book, unfortunately, is not completely up 

to date, it was published in 1975, almost four years ago. Some 

critics might say that since the catastrophic depression hasn't ~ R 

already happened, the analyses of those articles were wrong. 

Such criticism is unfounded. The authors knew the depression wasn't 

going to happen overnight. Susiness and governments were then, as 

now, using their powers to a~vert a complete break down in the 

capitalist system. America's over expanded economy is now finding 

new investment opportunites and new markets in China, Europe is 

on the verge of a unified monetary system, and the United States 

Government is talking about curbing inflation. This means a 

recession, not a depression, is being planned to cool the economy 

off and allowing the oligopolies to gobble up those companies 

that go bust. 

As some of the articles point out, b usiness and governments 

are attacking only the symptoms of the economic problem and not 

the cause. The reason is simply,that the nature of capitalism is the 

cause for all the problems. Capitalism is doomed to expand and 

expand, to borrow and borrow in its never ending pursuit of higher 

profits. Its continued expansion brings the inevitable glut in 

the market and the capitalists goods can't be sold, debts can't 

be paid and bankruptcy occurs. Stop-gap measures have led to a 

financial structure where the largest corporations, banks and gov

ernments are so inter-related, with each borrowing from the other, 

that a pyramid of debt has been built up. If one of the parties, 

be it even the Italian Government, can no longer finance its debts, 

the whole financial structure could come tumbling down. If that 

happens there will be mass unemployment, starvation, capital rich 

companies taking over smaller independents and a battle over 

who will rule the future, be it business and its bought government 
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or the populace at large. The battle will end in either 1984 or a 

socialist state. 

Mermelstein offers no set of actions for preventing a victory 

by Big Business. He does, however, offer us ~clear understanding 

of how business and governments pushed thrs country and the world 

to the edge. He does hope, like Josephson foolishly did, that such 

knowledge will help defeat the industrialists. 

With the end of World War II, America found itself holding 

all the marbles. ~he governments of Europe and Asia were broke and 

their economic infrastructures in disarray. In stepped America, 

untouched by the war, heavy with capital and I.O.U.s, America in

vested billions into rebuilding the devastated countries, main

taining a controlling interest to insure needed materials were 

bought from its companies. To secure these huge investments, mil

itary pacts, such as N.A:T.~. and S.E.A.T.O. were entered into by 

the U.S. Government. American forces were stationed around the world. 

When England, France and Holland pulled out of their colonies 

the U.S stepped in with business and its own forces. 

Except for the communist nations, American business had 

an entire world to exploit, policed by America's military might. 

Whenever a government threatened confiscation or nationalization 

the troops were sent in like in Lebanon and the Dominican Republic. 

If an invasion wasn't warranted a C.I.A. sponsored coup, like those 

in Iran and Guatemala, were pulled off. Under the club of the 

U.S. policeman, America's huge corporations were becoming multi

national. 

American workers were doing relatively well from the end of 

the War to the mid 60s. A few times the economy over heated and a 

mild recession set in, but on the whole, workers real wages were 

increasing. Then when another inevitable recession was due, the 

Viet Nam War blew up. This caused the economy to overheat resulting 

in both inflation and higher wages. During this time, the last half 

of the 60s, profits actually declined while wage demands grew. 

America's largest corporations, expanding their power through vert

ical and horizontal integration, started setting up plants overseas. 

Labor was cheaper there and taxes were lower. The moving of their 

plants resulted in the layoffs of workers here at homeJcausing 

a decline in consumer purchasing power. As fe~;goods were being 

-------- - ------------~ ------------------
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bought, corporations began raising prices setting off the spiral 

of inflation and unemployment. 

In order to cool off the economy, Nixon's administration 

caused a recession in 1971 by devaluating the dollar and imposing 

price controls. The devaluation made American products competitive 
· d A · d i-Jh,lt t l l" . t d t wlth European an slan goo ~ wage con ro s lml e corpora e 

expenditures on labor. Corporate profits began increasing again, 

the oligopolies continued raising prices to off set the lag 

in sales caused by a continuning decline in labor's real wages. 

To maintain their increase in profits, corporations had to borrow 

more to refinance old debtsJ so they could continue to make more 
, .... e~>"ckr 

products to sell_1 to keep ahead of inflation. (Inflation which was 

caused by these same corporations lrtCt'Ca$'11'\ct +h.eo·- prices). The 
~ ev~~ l 

banks went along with the increased borrowing and began borrowing he~v~ ~ 
themselves1 to keep up with the demand. ~he more a bank loans the 

more it will make on interest payments. This spiral of laying 

debt upon debt will continue until a complete or partial collapse 

happens. What could occur then is the U.S. Government, dominated 

by Big Business, setting up a select group of monopolies as the only 

ones allowed to do business or a revolution1 where the economic 

institutions are owned and operated by the citizenry. 

THe situation facing America and most of the world was c~ar

c:!-dCI"ttecL by Maurice Dobb, "If one is to summarize shortly the 

historical preconditions bfrFascism, one can speak, I think, of 

three factors as preeminent: a despair on the part forCapital of 

finding a normal solution for the impasse created by the limitations 

of the investment-field; considerable and depressed 'middle class' 

or declasse' elements, ripe in the absence of an alternative 

rally-point, to be recruited to the Fascist creed; and a working 

class, privileged enough to be resistant to normal pressure on 

its standard of life, but insufficiently united or non-class

conscious ( at least in its political leadership) to be politically 

weak in asserting its power or in resisting attack." 



NORMAN THOMAS 

Roy Hollander 

~- ----- ---~---- ~ -~~-----~ ~--



For nearly half a century, Norman M. Thomas personified 

the Socialist Party of the United States. As its perennial 

candidate for the Presidency and its virtual leader, Thomas led 

the party through its decline and failure as an effective force 

in electoral politics while becoming one of America's most 

"respected" figures. Although he neverheld elective off ice, 
his contributions to American political life were of value, 
especially, in the fields of civil liberties, disarmament and 
civil rights. A look at his career and writings provides a parti~ 
explanation of the inability of the Socialist Party to become an 
effective force in American society. Under Thomas' leadership, 
the party failed to win over a substantial part of the electorate 
causing it to ultimately wi th__draw from electoral politics al
together. ~r~·) ~s. \J~ · 

Norman Thomas was not the ~ typical American Socialist~· He 
was neither an ethnic leader nor a member of the working class. 
The son of a Presbytarian minister and educated at Union Theo
logical Seminary, he hardly represented the party he led which was 
largely foreign-born, Catholic if Jewish. 

His background as a Protestant clergyman, which convinced him 
of the Social Gospel, taught him a socialism Bifferent from 
the Marxism of the Socialist Party. He entered the party in 1918 
out of opposition to United States involvement in World War I. 
rather than because of a Marxist philosophy. Despitehis later 
flirtations with Marxism during the 1930s, his socialism was 
based on the Social Gospel rather than Marxism. This caused 
numerous problems within the party. 

In 1898 the Socialist Party of America emerged from a series 
of splits within the Social Democracy of America, one of which 
Eugene Bebs and Victor Berger led. They were joined by Morris 
Hillquit and the New York faction that bolted Daniel DeLeon's 

Socialis~ Labor Party in 1900. A tenuous union existed between 
the two factions and a Presidential ticket was nominated consisting 
of ~ugene Debs and Job Harriman. The Socialist Party was formed 
from this political coalition at a national convention in 1901. 

~--------------~ 
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During the years before World .'ar I, the party argued theories 
of immediacy and reformism, both of which seemed vital since the 
socialist revolution was thought to be imminent. From the found
ing of the party until his death. bugene Debs was the. titular 
leader of the party but despite his ability and deep belief in 
socialism, Debs was not part of the party's ruling clique. The 
leadership was decentralized to avoid the centralism, rigid party 
discipline and other problems of the Saeialist Labor Party. 

Before Thomas joined the party in 1918, the So~ialists had 
achieved some success at the polls. Enough to earn the wrath of 
the National Civic Federation. Debs in his attempts at the 
Presidency increased his vote totals in each successive election 
although the per cent never equaled that of 1912. Victor Berger 
was elected to Congress in 1910 and Socialist Mayors were elected 
in Milwaukee and Schnectady. In Oklahoma the Socialist vote was 

a tl{~d of the total votes cast. 
nnfortunately these few successes only aggravated the faction

alism which would confront the party throughout Thomas' involve
-~ver 

ment " orthodoxy versus reformism. Tforris Hillqui t spoke at a . 
national congress advocating a widely based party in 1910: 

Within very recent years a tendency has manifested itself 
within some sections of our movement to limit it entirely 
to wageworkers, and to reject the co-operation of all persons 
from other classes, no matter how sincere they may he in their 
professions of Socialist faith and how valuable their services 
may be for the cause. This is not a rational application of 
the r.1arxian class struggle doctrine, but an absurd caricature 
of it.~) 

The old ·01~tatr 0.. of the Socialist Party reacted to such reformist .• -.. 
tendencies that were angerly attacked by Debs as a desertion of 
socialist priciples. 

DurinP, the years of the Socialist Party's growing electoral 
stren~th and the first rumblings of schism, Norman Thomas was 
involved in the settlement house movement and the ministry. In 
1901 he entered Princeton and ryraduated as valedictorian in 1905. 

His first parish was the Spring Street Presbytarian Church and 
Settlement House. It is probably here that Thomas developed 
a social consciousness that Princeton and Marion. Ohio could never 

encoura~e. He characterized his work of this t~me, "our various 

~-----------
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reform efforts were, in the words of the familiar simile, like 
bailing out the tub while we kept the faucet running."(~) 

After his marriage, Thomas attended Union Theological Seminary 
where his courses and expanded social contacts exposed him to 
unorthodox Presbytarianism and Christian socialsim. The effect 
of reformism in Union Theological Seminary revealed itself in his 
examination for ordination in 1911. His answers to various aues
tions shocked his examiners and his ordination was held in sus
pension for a brief period. After his ordination, he assumed 
the pastorate of the East Harlem Presbytarian Church, where he was 
exposed to the poverty and oppression of minorities which ulti
mately influenced his political philosophy. His changing views 

were reflected in ~letter he wrote in 1916. "These unchristian 
conditions will not be conquered simply by a general feeling 
of good will but require definite and well thought out plans of 
action by which good will may be made to work." (3) 

wnen Thomas joined the Fellowship of Reconciliation in January 
1917, he abandoned popular causes and conventional politics for 
organizational involvement that would span his entire life. 
Also in 1917, Thomas became involved in the political efforts of 
the Socialist Party through his efforts for the election of 
Morris Hillqui t for Nlayor of New York City. All this activity 
brought him under pressure from large contributors to his East 

11 1..( fO..>: ·\-n" (' 4(: 
Harlem church. He finally resignedAin the spring of 1917. In 
October of 1918, Thomas applied for membership in the Socialist 
Party. On his application he made several statements that 
illustrated his brand of socialism, "Perhaps to certain members 
of the party ~y Socialism would not be of the most orthodox 
variety ..•• My accepting of the socialist platform is on the 
basis of general principles rather than of details • ..Ci)He ex
plained his acceptance of socialism as a reaction to events rather 
than a dogmatic acceptance. 

Norman Thomas entered a political party whose unity was very 
tenuous. Behind the nominal leadership of Debs, st~~gles were 
developing in which Thomas would play a vital role. Following 
the campaign of 1920 in which Debs received the highest number 
of votes ever gotten by the Socialist Party, the party suffered 

its first split, losing many members to the Communist Party. 

--·-- --- ----
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The candidacy of Robert LaFollette for the Presid:::ncy in 1924 
brought the Socialist Party into an alliance with the very labor 

,Q,Toup that tried so hard to destroy it during the "Progressive Era"-. 

the American Federation of Labor. The party also allied itself 
with the Conference for Progressive Political Action. Although 
Thomas was on the Progressive line with LaFollette the possibility 
that a conservative Republican could defeat Al Smith inhibited 
much of the support that Thomas should have received. The frail 
coalition among the various "progressive" groups and the labor 
leaders fell appart after LaFollette's defeat. The Conference 
for Progressive Political Action disintegrated in 1925 when labor 
decided to "-'ork within the Democratic Party despite the non-uar
tisan stance of the AFL. 

Thomas gradually became a powerful leader in the Socialist Party 
during the '1920s. Emerging as a professional radical, Thomas was 
a founder of the American Civil Liberties Union and the League for 
Industrial Democracy, an editor for the World Tomorrow and the 
Nation,~0i t was natural that Thomas fill~he void left by Debs' 
death as the party's candidate for President in 1928. Along with 
his electoral efforts, Thomas continued his involvement in civil 
liberties. In a test case over the constitutionality of a riot 
law that was being used to restrain labor activities, Thomas spoke 

at a ~~~?t .._1',~rt7[ It! ~'~!..s7~~c,, New Jersey in 1926. Thomas was 
arrested~and appealed;all the way to the Supreme Court that ruled 
the riot law could not be used to restrain peaceful assembly. 

Various analyses have been offered by socialists, the bourgeoisie 
and Thomas, himself, for the failure of the Socialist Party to be
come a viable part of American politics. Roosevelt was only partly 
responsible. The New Deal neither brought socialism to the 
United States nor precluded its victory at the polls, although the 
various reforms of the New Deal seemingly removed much of the 
urgency for significant reform. Regardless of the numerous 
explanations for the failure of the Socialist Party to become a 
mass party, Norman Thomas must share in the responsibility. 
After several Presidential campaigns Thomas became equated with 
the party and the membership gradually changed from being pre-

--------~---
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dominantly working-class to iD.iddle class intellectuals 1 1' ~ Tho H ',:r s-
Thomas, despite his early sympathy with the Bolsheviks and 

the Soviet Union, never accepted Marxism and even in his old age 

riR%~~a~fd Marx for Christian socialism. H~!~o differed greatly 
from/the European-oriented, Social Democratic Party, of which he 

was the nominal leader. 
The political realities of the 1930s and 40s contributed to the 

decline of the Socialist Party when the American Labor movement 
abandoned socialism for the reforms of the New Deal that provided 
some improvement in wages and union organizing. Faced by the 
possibiiity of a reactionary Republican President and Congress 
who could easily repeal these reforms, the American Labor 
movement decided to play it safe and protect what they had gained. 
In addition to,.""''£*' k('~ by Thomas and the New Deal, 'Norld 
V'lar II finished the party as e. national force. Nothing could 
unite it after the issues of the war had split its remaing mem

bers. 
Thomas' leadership didn't insure the party's demise but 

neither did it save it.,. Rather than standing above the factional 
"10 \"' 

fights, permitting him)'to be a uniting force, he entered into 
the fray. This prevented him from being able to resolve the 
divisions that faced the party in the 30s. 

The Bolshevik Revolution and the establishment of a Communist 
government required Thomas to confront the arguements of dem
ocratic versus revolutionary socia1ism. The confrontation 
between the adherents of these two arguements destroyed the frail 
unity in the world wide socialist movement. The questions of 
agreement, merger, cooperation or opposition to the Communists 
forced the Socialist Party and Thomas to reassess their role 
in the International Socialist Movement. 

The Bolsheviks exacerbated idealogical factions within ~he 
Socialist Party causing a vicious struggle for its control. This 
struggle l:=tsted through out the 1930s, virtually endin,'! an§~•c-<::'1? 
electoral success for the party. 

The party split into three factions with loosely defined 
identities. The old-guard, led by Morris Hillauit and strongly 
reuresentative of the New York bastions of socialism in the 
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needle trade unions and the Jewish community, represented an 

orthodox Marxism of the Kautsky line. Their actions were con
trolled by ideology, age and their closeness with the labor 
movememt. The old-guard dominated the party financially, num
erically and organizationally during the beginning stages of +.,..,, .. 
the struggle, which

1
,ended in 1936. A,g-ainst the old-guard the 

"progressives" and the militants were untted~n their hatred for 
Hillquit's group. The progressives represented the changing 
make up of the Socialist Party. They were members of the ~rowing 
middle-class intellectual community in the United States. Thomas 
was the logical leader of this faction and ultimately the 
pro,c;r,ressi ves and the militants dominated the remains of the 
Socialist Party. The militants were generally young, radical 

and loudly Marxist. 
The 1932 campaign marked the apex of Thomas' siE runs for the 

Presidency. The Socialiet platform illustrates the influence 
of Thomas and the party on American politics. It called for 
federally subsidised relief, public works, urban renewal, labor 
reforms, unemployment insurance, social security, workmen's 
compensation and minimum wage statutes. To Thomas' satisfaction 
and vindication, he saw the partial enactment of all these goals. 

Many of Thom:::J,S' difficulties as a Socialist surfaced during 
this campaign for the presidency. Thomas was forced to clarify 
his positions on public and party issues. He directed his strong
est attacks against the Democra~s for deluding and misleading 
the American public with corporate liberalism. He called the 
Democrats, who claimed to be labor's friend, "the party which 
bars Negroes from the polls in the South and makes it difficult 
for white workers to vote by poll-tax

1
Athe party of machine-made 

corrupt politics in Northern cities." I.:'Jro the dismay of the 
Socialist Party, Roosevelt won a res0unding victorY and the 

Socialist Party had a new object of scorn. 
The division with._ in the Socialist Party finally surfaced in 

1934 in an unsuccessful effort to defeat Morris Hillquit for 
reelection as National Chairman by a coalition of Thomas supportem 

and the militants. 
Although Thomas never accepted "'arxism and detested a rigid 

political theory, he came close to accepting it as an all en-
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compassing political philosophy during the 1930s when Dhe American 

people bought the non-ideological reforms of the Nev1 Deal as 
necessary to end the depression. Having rejected the orthodoxy 
of the Christian faith and having submitted his resignation as 
a member of the Presbytarian clergy in 1931, Thomas viewed the 
Church with the same cynicism that he generally viewed Marxism 
and organized labor. Thomas viciously attacked the labor movement 
with ,-"n air of righteouS indignation, a movement that most socialists 
considered sacred, "In union after union, men and ~en t~ink of 
themselves not as citizens of the Republic of Labor but as sub-
jects to a more or less useful labor oligarchy which gets them 
favors."(p With doubts of Christianity's validity and the worth 
of labor unions, Thomas also shunned the rigidity of orthodox 
Marxism. 

Confronting the corporate liberalism of the New Deal, Thomas 
attacked its progress, direction and leadership. In the pamph
let, A Socialist Looks at the Ne•N Deal, written during the fall 
of 1933, Thomas surveys Roosevelt's efforts: 

Nevertheless it is easy to exaggerate the contradictory 
aspects of some of our legislation and to shut one's eyes to 
a general purpose that runs through it. That purpose is, 
with a minimum disturbance of the accepted economic order, to 

-.relieve the strain on it at the most dangerous points, to increase 
spending power for the masses, and to bring some order to the 

. capitalist chams which the collapse of that amazing system 
which we once called the "new" capitalism had brought about. (7) 

Thomas went on to criticize specific legislative programs: 
Certainly no adequate contribution has yet been made to 

the control of banking and credit for social ends •••• What 
the government has done is to restore the money lenders in 
President Roosevelt's own figure of speech, to the temple. 
Perhaps their faces have been washed and certainly more ) 
policemen have been set over them. That is about all. (£ 

On what the New Deal held in store for America: 

The squeezing out process inherent in capitalism will be 
accelerated. Whatever degree of revolution, we have under the 
New Deal is a revolution to state capitalism, which perpet
uates private ownership of natural resources and the prin
cipal means of production and distributi•n, not to Socialism 
which would acquire them for use of the great mass of the ueo-
ple. (9) - -· -

Thomas' denounciation of the New Deal stressed the role of the 

Socialist Party: 

The party which represents the workers is still to be 
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built~ It is that party which the Socialist Party wishes to 
help ·create or to become •••• The outstandilitg task of thought
ful men and women who desire to escape catastrophe and to avert 
the diaster of fascism which can only for a til!e postpone 
catastrophe, a catastrophe which ultimately it may make more 
bitter, it is to build such intelligent and aggressive organ
ization of workers in unions and a political party that they 
will have the stren~th to oppose the currents which now carry 
us to~ether with the world towards destruction. The best we can 
say of the New Deal is that it may make the task easier. The 
worst we can say is that it may lull us into false security 
or pave the way for faacist rather than socialist·organization. 
Between this best and this worst it is for us to decide. (10) 

Through out all the electoral activities of the Socialist Party. 
Thomas remained loyal to it, unlike many of his colleagues who de

serted it quripg the faetionat fights of the 1930s. Thomas be• 
-..htpcv.-:-·t .~-~·r,;•c'. -it~e>h.l.y f'e:><;.•·hvt C<~te•~'cl-+-tu{ ~(~ l....,d /'\ .. ··. 

lieved thatl\the New Dealvwas inadequate, deceptive and n. .... ~ ............ 
wJ..o ~ ... h ·~ J' · 

leader/\ was a demagogic liberal whose oevotion to civil liberties 
~ Ylly' 

and reforms was~a ploy to coopt the radicals. 
In the 30s Thomas evolved as the leader. of the growing and 

respectable left that didn't belong to the party. He vigoro1)sly 
fought the growth of fascism and communism, the exploitation of -

0 ~'\'c- ... ,·"~ 
labor particularly,.~~ the' share-croppers and tenant farmers in the 
rural south and the deplorable conditions of the urban poor. 

Initially Thomas thought that fascism was the greater threat 
to democracy. He believed that the depression might very easily 
lead to its rise, threatening the foundations of what little 
political freedom existed in America. He had hoped for an alliance 
with the Coii!I!'unist !?arty against the Pascists but when the CP 
attacked the Socialists as the number one enemy, he withdrew 
his support of the Communists. Before withotrawing +hctfsupport 

Thomas made fre~Uent overtures to the Communists, despite 
countless attacks on him by thei'Y) • In 1934, he stated in 

The Choice Berqrp Us: 
Short of organic urti.ty or E1. f'}~JH~rnl (:m•1 i t5.on, Communist 

and Socialist Parties might logically be expected to work out 
a united front to achieve certain immediate ends upon which 
both sides are agreed. There is nothing illogical about an 
international front against war and Fascism. Ql) 

Thomas' hop~ for common action rapidly evaporated after the CP 

sabotaE;ed a mass rally in support of democracy in Austria that 
the Socialist Party sponsored ~tMadison Square Garden. The 
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Communists causeda riot. In 1938 Thomas castigated Russia: 
Vfuat has happened in Russia re"£)resents the de~eneration 

of socialism, the complete subversion of revolutionary ideal
ism, and all bu4; -~g,tal 'Nound to working class integri t:v and 
confidence in its own destiny •••• No society can be decent. 
certainly no society can be Socialist, under the regime of the 
totalitarian state, ruled b~ the iron hand of the dictator 
of a monolithic party. (IQ) 
Some fights during the 1930s ended in victory rather than 

frustration for Thomas. He fought Jersey City Democratic Boss, 
Mayor Frank Hague's oppression of the C.I.o.•a organizing efforts. 
The CIO, with Thomas's help, won an injunction agaimst Hague, 
preventing him from using the police to break up peaceful assem
blies. As a result of Thomas' efforts, Roosevelt publicly 
castigated Ha~e, "The American people will not be deceived by 
anyone who attempts to suppress individual liberty under the 
preteJISe of patriotism." OJ) 

During Thomas' campaigns through the South in 1928 and 1932, 
({ ~~- (: ,, j,i .... !, l' 

he saw the plight of the rural poor w~o wereAhardest hit by the 
4~ n 

depression. He attackedAagricultural reforms of the New Deal for 
having failed to relieve the economic plight of the rural poor. 
The misery he saw among these people caused him to write Human 
Exploitation : 

Who is the sharecropper and what is the system under which 
he works? He is a man who owns, on the average, as near to 
nothing as any man in the u.s •••• He has nothing but the labor 
of himself and his family. 

A share-cropper may live on the same plantation all his 
life and acquire no rights outside the terms of his contact. 
He has no rights such as peasants had acquired, even in the 
Middle Ages under feudalism. ( !"-1) 

Thomas urged Senator Bob ~lagner to include protection for farm 
laborers in the :'Tational Labor Relations Act but vilagner informed 
him of the political re:-1li ties, "only because I thonght it would 
be better to pass the bill for the benefit of industrial workers 
than not to pass it at all, and that the inclusion of agricultur
al workers would lessen the likelihood of passa.q-e so much as not 
to be desirable. "(!.s)The plight of the share-croppers and tenant 
farmers came to the attention of the nation when 5000 Arkansas 
share-croppers went on strike. The strike failed to gain any 
remedial legislation thanks to pressure put on Roosevelt by 
Southern Democrats. 

--- --~---- ~-~-
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All during these fights the factional strife in the Socialist 
Party boiled unabated. Due to his lack of a comprehensive poli
tical ideology and his consuming concern with specific issues, 
Thomas was unable to heal the schisms. At the National Con
vention in May 1934, the different factions articulated their 

differences with resolutions. The old-guard found itself 
critically weakened with the death of Morris Hillquit, who was 
their most prominent spokesman and theoretician. Hillquit's 
death also ended any chance of compromise with Thomas• faction 
and the militants. 

The convention opened with Thomas supporting the militant's 
demand to radicalize the party. In his opening speech he said 
the past reliance' of the party upon democracy was open to revision, 
otherwise "Socialists in their war agail!ilst Fascism will submit 
tamely to Fascist violence orput n medhanical conception of dem
ocracy ahead of Socialism. ,l")Thomas' radicalism hardly cheered 

the old-guard whose control of the party was only marginal. 
They feared that the respectability which the party had acquired 
would be lost with a revolutionary stance. On the first round 
of votes the old-guard defeated a resolution supporting a govern
ment based upon a proletarian dictatorship while the militants 
and the progressives won a victory to restrict the party to those 
people who acknowledge the existence of the class struggle. 
Following these ~kir~~s~TI~ party considered an issue that sounded 

its death knell. 
The fight centered on whether power should be acquired through 

revolutionary or democratic socialism. r11 though the Convention's 
declaration of principles affirmed the tenets of social democracy, 
the party pledged that, if necessary, it would seize the govern
ment by force. The fight was over the last paragraph of the 

JC'JYf 
Detroit11 Convention's Declaration which dif:fered only slighty from 
the statement adopted in 1917 by the old-guard. The debate which 
split the party began o~hfiypothetical grounds of this paragraph 
and left all the participants fighting over a lot of "ifs": 

The Socialist Party proclaims anew its faith in economic 
and political democracy, but it unhesitatingly applies itself 
to the task of rt~placing the bogus democracy of capitalist 
parliamentarianism by a genuine workers democracy. Capitalism 
is doomed. If it can be superseded by a majority vote, the 
Socialist Party will rejoice. If the crisis comes through 
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the denial of majority rights after the electorate has given 
us a mandate we shall not hesitate to crush by our labor 
solidarity the reckless force of reaction and to consolidate the 
Socialist State. If the capitalist system should collapse in 
a general chaos and confusion, which cannot permit of orderly 
procedure, the Socialist Party, whether or not in such a case 
it is a majority, will not shrink from the responsibility of 
organizing and maintaining a government under the worker's 
rule. True democ.acy is a worthy means to pro~ress; but true 
democracy must be created by the workers of the world.Q7\ 

After the party had been torn asunder, Thomas admitted that if 
he had written the Declaration of Principles the tone would have 
been different. 

After the convention, Thomas attempted a reconciliation with 
Louis Waldman who emerged as the leader of the old-guard. Although 
Waldman spoke of friendship, he severely attacked Thomas' motives: 

I feel more convinced than ever that only better part
isanship and factional loyalty could have made vou support 
that Declaration of Principles. I have no other explanation 
for it. I certainly cannot believe that you changed your 
convictions on the question of violence and illegality, over 
night; and I know f~m the many years that we worked to~ether 
that you never held these . views. Q~\ 

In defense, Thomas wrote a strong arguement in the World Tomorrow 
during June 1934 in which he supported the acceptance of the 
Detroit Declaration of Principles without reservation. 

Although the Detroit Declaration of Principles was eventuall~ 
approved by the party membership, tho/old-guard remained with the 
party through~ May of 1936. The division which forced the split 
within the New York State local of the SDcia.list Party differed 
from the theoretical considerations of the National fight, but had 
the same effect. An apparently innocent debate between Thomas 
and Browder prompted the final split as each part of the Socialist 
Party expelled the other)after Thomas refused to adhere to the ,. 
discipline of the New York local. After the 1936 National Con-
vention refused to seat the old-guard delegation from Ne·:r York 
State, the party's efforts were directed against other socialists 
rather than capitalist parties. The old-guard finally withdrew 
all together from the Socialist Party and formed the Social 

Democratic Foundation. 
The split had cost Thomas' party support from part of or~anized 

labor, newspapers and even a radio station - WEVD. In the quest 
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for "correctness~ large numbers of socialists left the party, 
the reminader of which represented a constituency and ideology 

widely different from the old guard and its brand of bourgeoisie 
socialism. 

Thomas then tried to make the party all inclusive, opening 
it up to previouslY bar~ed groups and individuals. This just 
exasperated the fighting. Under instructions from Trotsky to 
infiltrate the Socialist Party, the Trotskytes quickened the 
disinte,cr,ration Of the party • r I 

Foreign policy became a , major ·. iss~;~~:~ ~
1

e
1

~ny, Italy and 
Japan escalated their military aggressions. Thomas' role as a 
pacifist and a proponent of isolationism brought him into the 
growing anti-war ·movement in the u.s. Under his leadership, the 
National Convention of the Socialist Party adopted a militant 
anti-war, isolationist doctrine. \Vhen Thomas accepted the Socialist 
Party's nomination for the Presidency ir_ 1940, he was a leading 
member of the Keep America Out of War Congress: 

To furnish supplies for other people's wa~ is, to 
the pro:f''it seekers, a welcome alternative to supplying our 0wn 

people with their daily bread. But the search for war profits 
and armament economics leads strail<"ht to war. .far and frantic 
preparation for war means the totalitarian state. not 
Socialist Freedom. Q~) 

With th• bombing of Pearl Harbor the pari;y( modified its ant
war stance. Thomas called his critical support o~ the war as 
"a choice between the circles of hell, but to escape the lowest 
circle of fascist victory was a choice worth making" .QCI) 

During the war, Thomas battled for civil liberties aH~e~ought 
for equitable guidelines for conscientous objectors. He/d,"fended 
the rights of fascists to speak within the United States. The 
forced evacuation olfi Japanese on the 'Nest Coast angered and des:--:-. 
paired Thomas because so called liberal ~mericans didn't protest it. 
In March 1942, Thomas condemned the actions of the government in 
the Call : 

But by far the worst blot on the good record the American 
government and people have been makin,a: in the preservation of 
civil liberties is tJ"'~'' Presidential order giving to generals 
in command of wide and ill-defined army areas the povrer to 
remove, absolutely, any and all aliens and citizens from their 
homes and businesses in these areas ...• It sets an enormously 
dangerous precedent for military dictatorshi:J over our liberties. 
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It will be taken in other countries as another proof of racial 
arrogance. The worst feature of the whole bad business is the 
small volume of protest and the considerable volume of applause 
from~he Vest Coast for the establishment of rr~_li tary despotism. 
-Nhat a way to d 'fend democracy. (.J 1) 

Thomas' candidacy for the Presidency in 1944 was an exercise 
in opposition to the Socialists led by Reinhold Nelbuhr. Thomas 
admitted that his role in the Socilaist Party was to educate and 
exercise moral leadership since both electoral and revolutionary 
successes were impossible. N~lhuhr criticized Thomas' unwil
lingness to face political reality and expressed the necessity 
to support Roosevelt. 

In 1948 Thomas again sought the Presidency against his wishes 
and better jud7ement. He had previously urged the Socialist 
Party to abandon electoral nolitics and concentrate on educational 
activities. His campaign received sentimental support from 
many unhappy New Dealers. 

Following this last campaign, until his death in 1968, Neeman 
Thomas was prominent in efforts for nuclear disarmament, civil 

rights and world peace. De_spi te his age and increasing infirm-:1)\~~.fl'-~· 
\..fY""'""" P' -ities, he remained a vigorous advocate of liberal causes.c""'\ ~ ~v.J~.f rJU 

Havmng lost control of the Socialist Party of the United Sta~es,~1 
he withdrew from the party in 1949 to form the Union of ~ ~ 
Democratic Socialists. Themasrpublished several books ~~· 

which examined his ideology. Bven the cautious Marxist social- ,, 

ism that he advanced in the 1930s was abandoned for a reac-
ceptance of Christian socialism. Thomas believed that the 
socialist dream as Marx saw it was simplistic, if not wrong: 

Certainly I was no anti-Marxist when I ;ioined the 
Party, but mine, like much of English socialism was non
Marxist. Later I went through various degrees of belief in 
Marxism. It was, however. when I was closest to that ism in 
the early 30s that I became aware of a desire that there 
should be a synthesis such as Marx did not provide between 
economics, politics and knowledge that had been brought to 
us by the newer schools of psychology. (E.2 ) 

In his rejection of Marxian socialism, Thomas abandoned a role 
he never had adequately filled. He never was an orthodox Marxist 
such as Morris Hillqui t or Louis Waldman. The events whic:r. Thomas 

hi'?), 
observed durin.cr his life showed.~~tne inadequacy of any absolute 
model of theory. He neither accepted the Church r1.~r Marx~ in 
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each he _rejected the existence of absolute truths and prefabricated 
,. 

conclusions. He wrote in America's Way Out, "If man's end in social 
tra,gedy was foredoomed. Diaster may come because man did not 
wake in time and act in time. •~3 \vi th neither the tenets of a faith 
nor a political ideology, Norman Thomas grounded his artions on 
basic human ethics that demanded life, liberty, peace, freedom 
and happiness for all people. To his death, he fought for these 
goals as a leader in the liberal movement. 

Thomas never won elective offiwe but his ~ny attempts provided 
rallying points for issues and causes and _ f influenced 
~;ef!/cte +y · in the United States. Thomas was:

0
constrained by a 

politicians need to win. Without the possibility of victo~r, 
Thomas discussed issues without fear of losing vital support. 
He advanced radical programs and levelled harsh critic ism a._o_;ainst 
the system and its leaders. He was a virtual conscience for 
America. 

As America's conscience he was an effective advocate of 
political and social reform. Altho1Jgh he criticized the New Deal 
as inadeouate and inefficient, many of his proposal~ although 
modified, became law thanks to the New Deal. Battling popular 
p::r-e judices and bi.g-otry he became a vi tal force in protecting 
civil liberties of every citizen no matter what their political 
persausion was. 

Only as a party leader and a politician did Thomas fail, 
although others must share in tho~ailures. When Thomas 
assumed the leadership of the Socialist PartyJas its 1928 
Presidential candidate, it was already in its decline. The 
bastions of support wlich the Socialists held in New York City 

among the working class and recent immigrants, di8sipated with 
changing patterns of immigration and settlement. The development 
of labor unions which were protected by Federal legislation and 
their role within the Democratic Party increased during 

Roosevelt's Presidency. When capitalist politicians applied 
most of the medicine which Thomas prescribed, the overwhelm-
ing majority of Americans preferred to vote either Democratic 
or Republican. 
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As an ineffective politic ian and s.cti ve participant in party 
struggles, Thomas failed to achieve even a frail unity within 
the Socialist Party. A~ neither a Marxist nor a labor leader, 
Thomas never enjoyed the rapport that Hillquit and Berger had 
within the party. Thomas did bring a new group into the party 
but at the expense of its working-class support, much of which 
left the party. In the end Thomas too left the Socialist 

Party feeling that it had deserted him~~\.~~ 

~ 

----- ----------------- ----~~~- ---------
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